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Protests  continued on Page 2 
“I’m tired of being 
told who I have to 
like... I have to vote 
for a democrat
because I’m black? 
F**k that. No.”
- C.J., sophomore business major and a 
Trump supporter
John Caccamo | The MontclarionStudents marched from the amphitheater to Blanton Hall protesting against President-Elect Donald Trump.
Montclair State Receives Funding to Make 
Red Hawk Country Tobacco Free  
Christina Urban
Staff Writer
     The University was award-
ed a grant of more than 
$19,000 from the American 
Cancer Society and the CVS 
Health Foundation’s Tobac-
co-Free Generation Campus 
Initiative to reduce and even-
tually eliminate smoking and 
tobacco-use on campus, the 
University said in official 
news on Monday. 
    Of being one of the 20 insti-
tutes in the nation to receive 
funding, Montclair State is 
the only one from New Jer-
sey, the official press release 
Second Anti-Trump Protest Since 
Election Reveals a Divided Campus
Deanna Rosa
Editor-in-Chief
said. The funding will be 
used to start the “Tobacco 
Free Red Hawks” program, 
with a goal to educate the 
campus’ 21,000 students 
about “the health and life-
style issues related to tobacco 
and smoking.”
    Montclair State’s Sen-
ate approved to implement 
“100% tobacco-free campus” 
policies in Fall 2016 which 
would ban cigarette, cigar, 
hookah, vapor, e-cigarette 
products and more, said the 
press release.
   A survey for available for 
students on Hawk Sync 
was provided by Montclair 
State’s Student Government 
Association (SGA) to get the 
student bodies’ opinion, said 
President of SGA and senior 
business administration ma-
jor, Matthew Lerman.
    “Dr. Cole wanted to hear 
from the students before any 
decision was made,” said 
Lerman. The SGA executive 
Board and Student Trustees 
met with President of the 
University Dr. Susan Cole, 
Vice President of the Univer-
sity Dr. Karen Pennington 
and the Dean of Students 
Margaree Coleman-Carter 
about the smoke-free cam-
pus motive, and they deter-
mined that the best way to 
reach out to the student body 
about the subject would be 
through a survey.
    “After the survey closes 
on Nov. 16 at 2 p.m. the SGA 
will discuss the results,” Ler-
man said. “The bill that has 
been written for the stance of 
the SGA will be taken to the 
Student Affairs committee 
meeting to be discussed and 
on Nov. 30. The representa-
tives of the SGA will discuss 
and the SGA Legislature will 
vote on the stance of the SGA 
based on the results of the 
undergraduate students.”
    “A lot of people do smoke 
on campus, so that would af-
fect them,” said undeclared 
freshman Terrell Moore, 
who smokes occasionally in 
social situations.
    Moore said that the tobac-
co-free campus would affect 
him, but there are positives 
to having less smoke on cam-
pus. “It would be a better 
campus because [the univer-
sity] would have fresher air,” 
the 18-year-old said. Moore 
said Montclair should “limit 
certain areas” for smoking, 
instead of completely ban-
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    “Queer without fear!” “Pal-
estine and Mexico—all the 
walls have got to go!” “My 
body, my choice!” “No Da-
kota pipeline—protect the sa-
cred land!” “Water for Flint!” 
“Hands up, don’t shoot!” 
  These messages were among 
the chants yelled and signs 
held by student protestors 
marching campus yesterday. 
Though diverse in their ob-
jectives, all the student voices 
participating in the rally were 
united in one cause—“Dump 
Trump.”
  A week after Donald Trump 
was announced the pres-
ident-elect of the United 
States, Montclair State Uni-
versity students gathered 
for their second protest since 
the election results were an-
nounced, marching around 
campus during common 
hour to make their voices 
heard.
   “We brought all of our ideas 
together and we connected,” 
said Marissa Marillo, one of 
the organizers of the protest. 
“Basically, we’re anti-racism, 
anti-sexism, anti-misogynis-
tic. We’re pro-choice, pro-
immigration reform, pro-
Black Lives Matter. All of the 
causes, we’re bringing them 
together to unite Montclair. 
We want to accomplish unity 
and solidarity.”
     As the protestors gathered 
at the amphitheater at 1 p.m. 
on Wednesday, practicing 
their chants and preparing 
to march around campus, a 
lone supporter of the new 
president-elect stood up and 
made his voice heard.
   “Donald Trump will save 
us all!” cried Benjamin, a 
computer science major who 
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Red Hawk Rap Sheet
Tuesday, November 8 
Student Recreational Cen-
ter: a staff member reported 
a suspicious person leaving 
that building after hours. 
This case is under investi-
gation.
Tuesday, November 8
A citizen on citizen com-
plaint was generated for 
student Najier Drakeford, 
19, of Ridgefield Park, N.J. 
for harassment with bias 
connotation against an-
other student. Drakeford 
is scheduled to appear in 
Passaic County Superior 
Court.
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Sunday, November 13
Center for Environmental 
and Life Sciences: A staff 
member of housekeeping 
reported an incident of 
theft. This case is under in-
vestigation.
Monday, November 7
Blanton Hall: Officers re-
sponded to a simple assault 
domestic violence incident. 
After investigating the in-
cident and speak with the 
county prosecutor’s office, the 
offered deemed no charges 
would be pressed due to a mu-
tual fight doctoring in which 
both parties engaged in the 
fighting activity.
Thursday, November 10
Calcia Hall: A student 
reported an incident of 
criminal mischief with bias 
intent. This case is under 
investigation.
Sunday, November 13
A student reported an in-
cident of theft at an off-
campus location. The Uni-
versity Police Department 
generated the report on the 
student’s behalf and for-
ward it to the municipality 
in which the offense oc-
curred.
Tuesday, November 8
Basilone Hall: A student 
reported an incident of 
theft. This case is under in-
vestigation.
Sunday, November 13
Student Recreational Cen-
ter: A student reported an 
incident of theft. This case 
is under investigation.
Friday, November 11
Student Center Rathskel-
ler: A student reported 
an incident of harassment 
from another student. At 
this time, the reporting 
party declined to pursue 
charges.
Funding: SGA Emails Survey to Students
Continued from page 1
ning it.
   Sophomore information 
technology major and com-
muter Miguelangel Rosa 
does not smoke, but heard 
about the tobacco-free survey. 
Rosa is asthmatic and does 
not think that the university 
should completely get rid of 
smoking, but it should have 
designated smoking areas so 
he does not have to inhale 
second-hand smoke as much.
     “Some do it obnoxiously 
and they do it like a chimney 
and [blow it] out towards 
people instead of keeping it 
contained,” said the 19-year-
old. Rosa said that the student 
center quad or areas that are 
more “ventilated” would be 
good options for designated 
areas rather than allowing 
people to smoke in spaces like 
building entrances. “People 
come in and out through one 
area so everyone is going to 
smell it and they’re going to 
inhale it,” Rosa said, referring 
to the Blanton Hall entrance 
where students tend to smoke.
    An increase in smoking re-
strictions, but not a complete 
ban, would benefit students 
“It would be a better campus 
because [the university] would 
have fresher air.”  
 
- Terrell Moore, undeclared freshman
health-wise, said undeclared, 
freshman Jeffrey Money, 
about the smoke-free mission. 
Money smokes a few times 
a week recreationally, and 
knows secondhand smoke can 
cause cancer. “People don’t 
want to smell smoke some-
times,” he said. “It’ll help me.”
Students Race Against 
the Clock at 
‘Minute to Win it’
Ryan Gallagher  | The Montclarion
Therese Sheridan  | The MontclarionTherese Sheridan  | The Montclarion
Graphic by Claudia Habrahamshon
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Tiani Rabb
Assistant News Editor 
Spring 2017 Marks the First-Time Use of 
Degree Works in NEST
Dan Evans  | The MontclarionIn general, professors agree that Degree Works is more user friendly. 
    Registering for classes last 
year was one of the toughest 
problems of a Montclair stu-
dent. To help combat the is-
sue, the registrar has adapted 
a new program called Degree 
Works.
   When asked why the 
change, university Registrar 
Leslie Sutton Smith said, “De-
greeworks is the degree audit 
tool that comes with this sys-
tem. The previous degree au-
dit tool came with our legacy 
student information system. 
Because these tools work to-
gether, we needed to imple-
ment Degree Works, in addi-
tion to the registration system. 
The university made the deci-
sion to change to the Ellucian 
products (reflected in NEST) 
many years ago, as our exist-
ing systems were outdated 
and we needed to upgrade to 
better serve our students and 
the university.”
    Degree Works can be ac-
cessed through a student’s 
NEST portal. According to the 
Montclair State website, De-
gree Works “provides a com-
prehensive set of web-based 
academic advising, degree 
audit, and transfer articula-
tion tools to help students and 
their advisors negotiate cur-
riculum requirements.”
   Degree Works also shows an 
audit. The audit shows all the 
classes you took, are currently 
taking, and should take in the 
future. This makes it easier for 
students to keep track of their 
classes. This feature particularly 
stood out among students.
   “I love how I can actually 
see what classes I need to take 
to reach my degree. It helps a 
lot,” said junior psychology 
major Rachel Opdyke.
   Although Degree Works is 
helpful, registration for class-
es must still be done through 
NEST. End of semester grades 
are also available to be seen on 
Degree Works.
   There is a “what if” section 
of the system that shows a stu-
dent what would happen if 
they were to decide to switch 
their major. Students can use 
this to decide how hard/ 
simple it would be to change 
from one major to another, 
add a minor, or even change 
a minor. It shows the classes 
that can carry over to the oth-
er major and the classes a stu-
dent would still need to take.
   Many students are nervous 
to begin registering this year.
   “I hope this new system 
makes it easier than last year. 
It took me forever to register 
and the site kept crashing,” 
said junior communications 
major Kylie Bayer.
   Others have already found 
the new system quite help-
ful. “As a freshman it’s nerve 
racking to register for classes 
for the first time but Degree 
works actually helped. It 
made meeting with my advi-
sor and seeing what require-
ments I needed easier,” said 
undeclared freshman Nicole 
LeClaire.
   Sutton-Smith has high hopes 
for the future. Sutton-Smith 
said, “We are hopeful that 
students and their advisors 
will quickly grow accustomed 
to this tool. So far we have re-
ceived positive feedback.”
‘Knowledge of Sexuality is So Crucial in this Country’  
Famed Sex Therapist, Dr. Ruth Visits Campus
Babee Garcia
Staff Writer
     “When you say ‘sex,’ say it 
with more enthusiasm,” said 
Dr. Ruth Westheimer, a well-
known sex therapist who’s 
better known as “Dr. Ruth,” 
during an event at University 
Hall on Wednesday, Nov. 9th.
    Dr. Ruth talked with the 
Montclair State community on 
how to have a  healthy sex life, 
and she explained her belief 
on establishing a relationship 
first, before intimacy.
   “Sex cements a relationship. 
It is for procreation and recre-
ation,” Dr. Ruth said.
   Dr. Ruth Westheimer, 88, 
was born in Germany as an 
“orphan of the Holocaust.” 
Just over a decade after World 
War II ended, Westheimer 
traveled to New York to work 
for Planned Parenthood. She 
earned a master’s degree in so-
ciology from The New School 
in 1959, as well as a doctoral 
degree in education from Co-
lumbia University in 1970.
   Dr. Ruth’s friend and neigh-
bor, Dr. Raul A. Galoppe, 
Chair of the Spanish and Ital-
ian Department, accompanied 
her on the stage. Galoppe 
asked Dr. Ruth about what 
media source is most effective 
for giving advice on sex.
    “It is a combination of both 
radio and television,” Dr. Ruth 
said. “Knowledge about sexu-
ality is so crucial in this coun-
try. Although social media has 
its benefits, I feel worried that 
the art of physical communi-
cation will be lost. You see a 
family at dinner and everyone 
is on their phones now.”
     The 4-foot-9-inch sex expert 
also shared some laughable 
moments at the event, with 
comments on why people 
should not become addicted 
to vibrators and using con-
doms. Dr. Ruth said putting 
on a condom is like “taking a 
shower with a raincoat.”
    Dr. Ruth, who was writ-
ten 41 books, encouraged “no 
glove, no love” – the rule that 
if a man refuses to wear a con-
dom, his partner has to take 
charge of the situation or the 
relationship ends. Dr. Ruth 
also talked about heavy issues 
like abortion, how to assist vic-
tims of rape or sexual assault 
and sex education among peo-
ple with disabilities.
    “Abortion must remain le-
gal, considering that there are 
contraceptive failures,” Dr. 
Ruth said.
    Dr. Ruth said she hopes 
there will be more books and 
certified sex therapists avail-
able to assist the handicapped 
to have better sex.
Babee Garcia  | The MontclarionMany of the topics discussed by Dr. Ruth conflict with Donald Trump’s suggested policies. 
Montclair State is Top 5 University to 
Donate Scholarships to Syrian Refugees
Madison Glassman
Contributing Writer
    Montclair State University is 
one of the top five universities 
in the United States hosting 
Syrian students displaced by 
war, according to the Institute 
of International Education for 
Higher Education in Crisis. 
A campaign called Books for 
Bombs is appealing to col-
leges and universities around 
the country to offer as many 
scholarships as possible to stu-
dents affected by the destruc-
tive war zone. 
    Every day, thousands of Syr-
ians make the decision to leave 
their homes, often after seeing 
their family and friends killed, 
or their neighborhoods be-
ing bombed. They risk being 
caught and shot for attempt-
ing to flee their country due 
to the political unrest brought 
upon by the deadly civil war 
that has killed more than 
300,000 people and forced mil-
lions from their homes.
   Montclair State student 
Asem Alshamah, 45, came to 
America in July 2013 to earn 
his masters in Nutrition and 
Food Science at Montclair 
State University. He had been 
working as a medical doc-
tor in Syria for more than 18 
years. He was the head of the 
Intensive Care Unit at one of 
the largest cardiovascular hos-
pitals in Syria and the region. 
Alshamah secured a great job, 
a family, and life seemed per-
fect in Syria. However, Alsha-
mah and his family were apart 
of the grueling five year civil 
war that has left millions in 
need of humanitarian assis-
tance.
   “When the war started in 
Syria, life became very risky 
and dangerous. I had several 
friends, doctors, pharmacists 
and nurses, who were kid-
napped, detained or killed for 
either their money or for their 
political opinion. “ Alshamah 
says of his experience living in 
an atmosphere of devastation.
   The dangerous lifestyle in 
Syria made it impossible for 
him to live his life without fear 
of the future. He and his fam-
ily set out on their journey to 
a country where himself and 
his family could feel safe, ac-
cepted, and dignified. The 
Alshamah family is now safe 
in the “dreamland,” America. 
Alshamah sought a new life, 
and chose Montclair State be-
cause it offered him a program 
that correlated with his previ-
ous medical experience.
    “There are people who sacri-
ficed their lives trying to help 
others in this devastating war. 
I did what I can do to save in-
nocent life in Syria while I was 
working as a doctor. Howev-
er, I had the chance to save my 
life and my family’s future. 
Others weren’t able to have 
this opportunity”
   Eighteen-year-old biology 
major, Sam Al Safranin, moved 
to America from Syria in June 
2013 to escape the most hor-
rifying days and nights of his 
life. Each day brought a fear of 
being caught in the crossfires 
and left behind. Before the civ-
il war, Safranin described his 
life as ‘very simple.’ He comes 
from a loving home where the 
love of family and friends was 
endless.
   “I was always in the fear of 
getting shot, going to sleep 
and never waking up, or go-
ing to school and never com-
ing back or coming back to not 
finding my home or my par-
ents. It was a scary nightmare 
that I lived through.”
   Although he has fled Syria, 
the nightmare has not con-
cluded. He still experiences 
flashbacks to the days he did 
believe he would live to see 
the sun rise. He also fears for 
his father’s life who still re-
sides in Syria.
   Safarjalani felt at home on 
Montclair State’s campus 
when he visited, inspiring him 
to become an Undergraduate 
Admissions Ambassador. He 
is passionate about his school 
work and serving his campus 
community.
   “I love being a Red Hawk”, 
says Safarjalani of his experi-
ence thusfar at the university.
   Montclair State students 
take pride in the fact that their 
school is so accepting to stu-
dents from the Middle East 
who have found a home as a 
Red Hawk.
   “I think it’s amazing that 
Montclair is so accepting of 
Syrian refugees. As a result of 
the political unrest, an educa-
tion is simply not possible for 
Syrians. By providing an op-
portunity for those affected 
by the war, [Montclair State} 
would not only be helping 
that individual by giving 
them a chance they may not 
have been granted otherwise, 
but also strengthening the di-
versity on campus,” Montclair 
State student James Clark says 
of the university granting Syr-
ian students an opportunity.
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Protests: Second rally concludes with plans for open conversation
Continued from page 1
Daniel Falkenheim  | The Montclarion
John Caccamo | The Montclarion
The Consensus on Trump, For or Against: 
Students are Afraid of the Future
    Tensions at Montclair State 
have risen after last week’s 
election that announced Don-
ald Trump as our President-
elect. Students around cam-
pus are reacting differently 
to the news, but one thing is 
certain among all: the feeling 
of fear.
    The fear that has fallen upon 
students of Montclair State 
comes from the uncertainty of 
what President-elected Don-
ald Trump will mean for mi-
norities in the United States. 
Faculties around campus 
have noticed the change of 
atmosphere among students 
and have been providing dif-
ferent methods to help them 
cope. Counseling and Psycho-
logical Services (CAPS) has 
offered various forms of help 
for the students from Let’s 
Talk session to appointment-
based meeting with counsel-
ors. As well, CAPS website 
has provided students with a 
mixture of relaxation mecha-
nism, health and safety tips.
    “It’s too early to know the 
full impact that it will have 
on students. My guess is that 
more students will start to 
come for some of the new 
programs that will be offer-
ing them.” Jaclyn Friedman-
Lombardo, Director of CAPS, 
said on the matter. The impact 
that the elections will have 
on students won’t be known 
until a significant time has 
passed, but already students 
are frightful of what the fu-
ture might hold.
    Callum Forbes, a computer 
science major, stated, “I think 
there is some fear with people 
because of his comments and 
videos about him saying all 
the things he said. And just the 
way he acts. I’m sometimes 
fearful of what’s going to hap-
pen.”
    Many students are still in 
disbelief that Trump had won 
the election in the first place, 
“I didn’t think he was going 
to win at all. So I mean, I re-
ally wasn’t expecting that 
[due to] what he said about 
women, Muslims and immi-
grants. So, it kind of makes me 
uncomfortable about how he 
is going to take this, especial-
ly with this whole wall talk,” 
expressed Justin D. Llavina, 
an illustration and animation 
major.
   In various interviews and 
speeches given by Trump, he 
has said both controversial 
and insensitive things on top-
ics like immigration, women’s 
rights, religion and race. His 
words have led to this emo-
tion of fear among minorities 
Chanila German
Assistant Feature Editor
and a feeling of empowerment 
among his supporters. Recent-
ly, Trump went on “60 Min-
utes” telling his supporters to 
stop the violence and to limit 
the fear among people. 
    While many students hope 
that his words will make the 
violence end, Ruthie Nguyen, 
a nutrition and science and 
sustainability major, doesn’t 
believe much will come from 
it. She said that, “Trump going 
on air saying to stop isn’t help-
ful. Right now, certain people 
are acting on briefs that have 
been suppressed for decades 
and years. They finally have 
an outlet and are using this 
opportunity to take it out.”
    As well, Montclair State 
alumnus Lauran Rodrigues 
and Jennifer Alfred stated on 
the matter, “People reacted 
in different ways. The people 
that supported Trump think 
that they can do whatever 
they want, hopefully him tell-
ing them to stop will actually 
make them stop, but actions 
speak louder than words.”
      The violence and the fear 
that people have been fac-
ing have led to many pro-
tests across the nation, some 
even occurring at Montclair 
State’s campus. The protests 
have been seen to be helpful 
to many students, giving them 
a sense of security and em-
powerment that we lost after 
Trump was elected as Presi-
dent. The protests “…are very 
empowering, to see a commu-
nity out there that supports 
and feels the same way. As 
well, I think it is empowering 
for people to turn on their tele-
vision and see the sheer num-
ber of people in cities across 
the country and other small 
places, protesting. It sends a 
message to regular people and 
people in places of govern-
ment that we are all on our 
guard now and that we will 
be watching to make sure that 
[rights] won’t be taken away 
from certain people,” Jennifer 
Rogers, an anthropology and 
gender sexuality studies mi-
nor, said with pride after stat-
ing that she and a friend had 
joined a protest in New York 
City a day after the elections. 
      Though for the students that 
are scared of joining a protest 
and don’t feel secure, its tough 
to feel empowered at the mo-
ment. A student that preferred 
to remain anonymous said 
that she is not just frightened, 
but saddened with the whole 
result of the election. “As a mi-
nority, I want to see someone 
[with power] uplifting minori-
ties and putting us all on the 
same level as equal white men 
are. I don’t want to feel like an 
‘other’.”
Alexis Prosuk | The MontclarionAnti-Trump protestor at the four hour demonstration Wednesday afternoon. 
preferred not to share his last 
name. He held a picture of 
Trump above his head as he 
yelled, “Make America great 
again!”
    An organizer of the protest 
responded to the outlier and 
addressed the crowd, saying, 
“If we get any pro-Trump in-
stigators, please ignore them. 
Our message is greater.”
    “I’m worried about my 
rights as a woman and I’m also 
worried about the rights of all 
my friends who are women, 
part of the LGBTQ commu-
nity, people of color. I’m here 
for myself and I’m here for 
them,” said Bailee Gilbert, a 
senior theatre studies major. 
Her voice was all but drowned 
out by chants of “we reject the 
president-elect” by her fellow 
protestors.
    As the group of about 100 
students marched toward the 
Student Center Quad, with 
three police officers trailing 
behind to monitor the safety 
of all involved, Benjamin—the 
lone Trump supporter—began 
to attract a following.
“None of this is going to make 
a difference,” said Chris, a 
criminal justice major who 
preferred not to share his last 
name, about the protests. “It’s 
basically sabotage of the prog-
ress that we’re trying to ac-
complish. If anyone’s going to 
destroy the country, it’s going 
to be literally by the hands of 
these protestors who are gath-
ering en masse—not just on 
campuses, but also in metro-
politan cities. This is just a hei-
nous act of immaturity in my 
subjective opinion.”
    After explaining that his par-
ents both immigrated legally 
to America, Chris continued, 
“When Donald Trump said he 
wants to put a wall, it wasn’t 
indicative of him blocking off 
all Latino immigrants from 
the United States. The wall 
was specifically intended to 
be built upon the principle 
that you cannot just trespass 
unlawfully through another 
country. That is not a concept 
of racism. That is not a concept 
of ethnocentrism.”
    Chris’s opinion did not rep-
resent the majority, however, 
as the protestors continued to 
gain traction as the marched 
from the Student Center to the 
Blanton Hall Quad, chanting 
“Hands too small—can’t build 
a wall!”
     According to data released 
by the Passaic County Clerk, 
Hillary Clinton received 576 
votes from students who vot-
ed in the Machuga Heights 
polling cite, while Trump re-
cieved only 150.
    “I think every race matters,” 
said Dante Fletcher, a physical 
education major watching the 
protest from a nearby bench. 
“I’m black myself so, to be 
honest, I don’t think he should 
be in office. I agree with every-
thing they’re saying.”
   The anti-Trump protestors 
formed a circle in the Blanton 
Hall quad, making the center 
a stage for individual speak-
ers to voice their emotional 
speeches, spoken word and 
plans of action for change. 
Among these speakers was 
Alexander Alvarez, a junior 
finance major and a part of the 
affirmative action committee 
at Montclair State. He shared 
two proposals which he has 
been working to accomplish 
on campus: a mural portray-
ing the diverse student body 
of the university and an up-
dated curriculum which re-
flects that diversity.
     “I personally feel we should 
have something on this cam-
pus in light of the recent po-
litical issues, to represent that 
we are a unified campus,” said 
Alvarez, “that we have some-
thing we can be proud of to 
show incoming students and 
parents that this is a safe space 
for a wide variety of different 
cultures on this campus.”
About a dozen Trump sup-
porters stood around the edg-
es of the circle, some wearing 
Trump-Pence clothing, others 
holding signs and one posing 
shirtless with “Trump 2016” 
painted on his chest.
     “I’m tired of being told who 
I have to like, who I have to 
vote for because I’m of a cer-
tain demographic,” said C.J., 
a sophomore business major 
who grew up in Irvington. “I 
have to vote for a democrat 
because I’m black? Fuck that. 
No. America could not afford 
Hillary Clinton being presi-
dent. We could not because all 
it would show is that we will 
tolerate someone who can—
we will let somebody get away 
with crimes just because they 
are of a ‘marginalized group.’ 
Because she is a woman, no-
body calls her on her shit. Be-
cause Obama is black, nobody 
calls him on his shit.”
  As the protest came to a close 
around 4 p.m., protestors 
hugged each other, and pro- 
and anti-Trump students dis-
cussed hosting an open forum 
where individuals of every 
political opinion can express 
themselves.
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Where Are They Now? 
Following Up With Montclair State Alumnus Nicholas Juzdan
    Montclair State alumnus 
Nicholas Juzdan will be speak-
ing at TEDxYouth@Kinnelon 
conference on Nov. 19 from 
11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. The con-
ference will be held at Kinnelon 
High School and is open to the 
public. The event encourages 
students of various ages to at-
tend for the opportunity to lis-
ten to numerous speakers talk 
about variety of topics.
    Nicholas Juzdan, who gradu-
ated in 2015 with a bachelor's 
degree in business adminis-
tration with a concentration 
in sports, events and tourism 
marketing, has been invited to 
the conference and will speak 
about his knowledge of the film 
industry, business and film-
Nicholas Juzdan, a graduate from Monclair State, in the heart of New York City, where he works as a film producer as well as a marketing 
coordinator for Ashley Stewart,  Inc. 
Photo courtesy of Nicholas Juzdan
Chanila German
Assistant Feature Editor
"[Take] classes that you wouldn’t regularly take, like 
on the Trojan War, an art or film [class]. Explore and 
join different clubs. Get to know things and
experience things that you haven’t before.”
making. Juzdan gained much of 
his knowledge while at Mont-
clair State due to the school's 
“great business program.” It 
wasn't until later in his college 
career that he decided to marry 
his love for business with the 
film industry.
      Julia Balick, a senior at Kin-
nelon High School, spent many 
months planning the event 
and will be hosting the confer-
ence this upcoming Saturday. 
Balick became inspired to start 
her own conference "after inter-
viewing a member of TedEd, 
Ted’s education branch." 
    "[The person I interviewed] 
mentioned that anyone could 
host their own Tedx conference, 
so I decided I wanted to do 
that," said Balick. "I hope that 
the event exposes students to 
fascinating speakers, and I hope 
we are able to share fascinating 
ideas.”
      Juzdan will be joining vari-
ous different speakers including 
Mandy Leverett from New Jer-
sey Coalition Against Human 
Trafficking, David Benjamin 
on “What I Learned from 2,500 
Skydives,” Michael Ransom, a 
scientist and the author of "The 
Ripper Gene," and many others 
from different professions.
   “The conference is a day 
event, where [speakers] go to a 
library or school and talk to the 
youth," said Juzdan. "And they 
tell them to listen cause this is 
how life is and it’s their own ex-
periences.” He had first learned 
of the event after being recom-
mended from the Montclair 
Film Festival, which he had vol-
unteered for one year and was 
hired for another three years as 
an operations coordinator.
   Currently, Juzdan is working 
at Ashley Stewarts, Inc., a plus 
size company, as a marketing 
coordinator. He obtained the 
job after spending his college 
years interning in different jobs 
and spending two years as a 
freelancer. Juzdan is extremely 
proud of the work that his com-
pany has been doing, as it is 
helping to transform the public 
view on plus size individuals. 
      "What they are doing is being 
more than a plus size company. 
It’s a movement," said Juzdan. 
"They are trying to make a me-
dia company out of it, to give 
plus size women a stage, an 
area, a platform to be seen,” 
Juzdan added, with pride in his 
voice. Though, bringing aware-
ness to plus size women isn’t 
the only thing the company is 
concerned with. Juzdan also ex-
plained that “[it] cares not just 
about plus size, but different 
races and multi-cultural peo-
ple. It's giving these people an 
outlet, [a] platform to be them-
selves.”
  This upcoming Saturday, Juz-
dan will be given his own plat-
form to talk at the TEDx Youth 
Conference.
  “I think things like this [the 
conference] is very important. 
I mean, I’m not trying to say 
if there are older people they 
won’t relate, but it's cool that 
they are reaching out to people 
that are my age, more in their 
early and late twenties,” Jurz-
dan said about the speakers of 
the event. “It's like a big brother 
type of thing, like [they can] re-
late more to the person. With 
older people talking, I think 
they can’t relate as well.”
   When asked about feeling 
nervous about the event, Juz-
dan revealed, “I’m not nervous, 
but I also want to say the right 
things. There is so much that I 
can say, but obviously I can’t be 
up there for an hour…so I just 
want to make sure that I hit on 
the right things.”
    Juzdan hopes that his speech 
will be able to inspire students 
to gain more confidence in 
themselves and “not to be afraid 
of going out of your comfort 
zone." He continued, "I feel like 
there are a lot of people who are 
afraid of being themselves and 
to stand out.” He explained that 
he wants students to be able to 
stand out by “[sharing] their 
ideas and [letting] people know 
who [they] truly are."
     Juzdan understands the 
-Nicholas Juzdan,
Montclair State University alumnus, on advice for current students
struggle students undergo as 
they try to find themselves, af-
ter going through such a phaze 
in his life. Juzdan recalled, dur-
ing his high school years, being 
in every play production and at 
the movie theater daily catching 
the latest film with his friends. 
While the idea of a major in 
theater or film had popped into 
his head, Juzdan said, “Then, 
I thought I wasn’t the greatest 
actor, singer or whatever you 
want to call it, or future celeb-
rity so I [asked], 'Why do I like 
this?'”
    This question led him to un-
derstand that he loved the pro-
cess of making something out of 
nothing, but he was more inter-
ested in the funding aspects of 
the projects. His questions led 
him to be a part of the behind-
the-scenes action of the film in-
dustry, leading him to receive 
his degree in business.
    “Even though the degree's 
concentration is sports events 
and tourism, what that really 
means is entertainment. What 
we really learned was enter-
tainment because you can re-
late a sports game to a concert. 
There is a venue, celebrities and 
someone singing on stage. I did 
that and I applied it to what I 
want to do in the future and it 
worked out perfectly.”
   Juzdan produced many films 
over the years, though the film 
that has always stuck with him 
is "A Crib," directed and writ-
ten by Jake Shapiro, who is also 
a graduate of Montclair State.
   When asked what type of 
advice he would give to Mont-
clair students, Juzdan sug-
gested “taking classes that you 
wouldn’t regularly take like on 
the Trojan War, an art or film 
[class]. Explore and join differ-
ent clubs. Get to know things 
and experience things that you 
haven’t before.”
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The Montclairitis: 
A Weekly Food Review by Tunmise Odufuye
Brick Lane, a peaceful place to enjoy a tasteful meal with a group of friends is located at 540 Valley 
Road, in Upper Montclair, New Jersey.
Tunmise Odufuye | The Montclarion 
Tunmise Odufuye | The Montclarion 
Tunmise Odufuye | The Montclarion 
   Seekh Kebabs is a dish served at Brick Lane Montclair.
Diners can enjoy Basmati Rice and Tikka Masala Sauce at Brick Lane Montclair. 
Brick Lane Montclair
"Give Mary her lamb back."
    
     So here we are. The election 
is over, Donald Trump is our 
new president and I am still 
hungrier than ever on a windy 
Friday after class. Still hard to 
read that second sentence, but 
I’m sure we’ll all get used to it. 
With this new presidency, my 
stomach and I needed a meal 
to imagine the America that 
was always bound to happen. 
Brick Lane Montclair, you had 
a high order in putting me at 
ease with my hunger strike but 
unfortunately, it doesn’t seem 
that you passed.
     Walking into Brick Lane, 
it was fairly peaceful. A dis-
connection from the outside 
world at it’s finest. Colanders 
besieged the near-radiant light 
bulbs on the oatmeal-hued 
walls, depressing the incan-
descent light from ruining the 
benevolent mood. From the 
looks of the interior as well as 
the mood-setting lights and the 
small tables, Brick Lane is defi-
nitely a place for an intimate 
get-together with a loved one. 
Too bad three African-Ameri-
cans males, including myself, 
had to figure that out the hard 
way.
     As we squirmed into our 
seats crammed in a corner of 
the restaurant, menus and wa-
ter were distributed to us. We 
sifted through the menu, using 
Google accordingly, as we were 
unqualified to understand the 
Indian verbiage. This Google 
word search then turned into 
13 minutes of waiting for our 
server to come back. This is 
one of the reasons why being 
ready to order can be crucial 
in times of hunger, but being 
a newcomer and foreign to the 
Indian culinary culture, my cu-
riosities and decisiveness were 
warranted. Being a food critic, 
it is important to observe how 
responsive servers are to your 
requests and attention. Don’t 
make me eat a Snicker now 
that you have me waiting. I’d 
rather you keep me in the front 
of your mind. Your tip depends 
on it. Yes, that sounds vulgar, 
but trust me, you have thought 
of worse to say when bad ser-
vice comes your way when 
you’re hungry.
     After daring one another to 
be a brave soul and try Phaal, 
I decided on a meal from the 
“Tandoor” menu. That means 
your meal is served on a siz-
zling platter plate, with basmati 
rice and tikka masala sauce for 
an additional $5. Tikka masala 
is usually made of ginger, cum-
in, salt, cayenne pepper, cinna-
mon or honey, garlic, tomato 
sauce and turmeric. Must say, 
it was good for what I was ex-
pecting, but then again, maybe 
I wasn’t expecting anything 
from it based on the fact that I 
had to wait nearly 25 minutes to 
eat. Along the Tandoor menu, I 
ordered Seekh Kebabs, which 
are minced lamb with spices 
cooked on skewers.
     Once the food arrived, it was 
chow time. It had to live up to 
so much. Along with the unease 
of Donald Trump presidency 
discussions, 25 minutes was a 
long time to wait for food and 
replace that time talking about 
politics. This food had a lot 
to prove and it didn’t prove a 
thing.
     The minced lamb was tol-
erable. What a boring sentence 
for such a lovely piece of meat, 
or at least meat that should be 
lovely. There was an absence of 
zest from the lamb. The Korean 
powder mixed with chili pow-
der, turmeric, cilantro, lemon 
juice and chaat masala couldn’t 
save it. The basmati rice was 
decent. Again, not the most 
eventful taste, but it fulfilled 
my human needs at the mo-
ment. Mixed with the tikka ma-
sala, the rice stood it’s ground 
on the tongue test. If only the 
lamb had helped it climb up the 
totem pole.
     This meal, although toler-
able, didn’t have anything that 
would make me come back. 
When I eat at a new restaurant, 
the service, as well as the pre-
paredness of the meal, should 
surprise me in a positive man-
ner, making me come back for 
more. If those two things are 
not up to par, and my standards 
are above average, my first time 
will be my last…said the Tinder 
user.
Brick Lane Montclair is locat-
ed at 540 Valley Road, Upper 
Montclair, NJ 07043.
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earn credits wherever you roam
even if that’s home
online and hybrid courses available
WINTER  
SESSION 2   17
DECEMBER 23, 2016 – JANUARY 13, 2017
register now at montclair.edu/winter
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Glow Week Brings Co-ed Volleyball 
to Montclair State
   themontclarion.org
      Montclair State students all gathered together for Glow 
Week, an event at Montclair State that consists of various 
sports and activities held in the Student Recreation Center 
on campus. 
     Students played various games of volleyball in the gym 
while enjoying blacklighting and music. They were all very 
excited and competitive during the games. 
     The staff members were also very involved and assisted 
the students with any issues or concerns. The games were 
intense and exciting to watch as well as photograph. This 
event had much more people than expected, according to 
one of the supervisors on site, but they gathered as many 
staff members as they could to create a smooth and success-
ful event.
Photos by Zena Gonzalez
Students were divided  into teams around the volleyball net in the Student Recreation Center at Montclair State University.
Students  high- five after their team wins in a volleyball game.
Four students posed, smiling for the camera, while wearing Glow Week T-shirts.
The Student Recreation Center ensured that staff monitored the games.
Students enjoy fun in the dark at the free Glow Event. 
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Mad Style at Montclair State:
A Fashion & Beauty Column By Carlie Madlinger
     Montclair State fashionista Bre’Yana 
Williams is taking on a beautiful fall day 
in her flawless fall ensemble.
     “Fashion has always been a part of my 
life. I grew up in a house full of girls. It 
was just me, my mom and my older sis-
ter. We all love fashion," Williams said. 
"I would watch my mom as she would 
put her outfit together every morning. 
She would get whatever she was wear-
ing, then she would pick out her shoes 
and her jewelry, so I was just always fas-
cinated by that.”
    As a junior majoring in communication 
and media arts, Williams, 20, has made 
fashion a vital part of her collegiate ca-
reer at Montclair State. The MSU Fashion 
Club has been a home away from home 
for Williams since the first semester of 
her freshman year.
     “I’ve always liked fashion, so it’s just 
somewhere I can go. I enjoy learning 
new trends and seeing different things 
that people are wearing,” she said. 
    A loyal member for nearly three years, 
she is now secretary of the fashion club. 
Williams is in charge of preparing the 
PowerPoints for each meeting, which 
take place on Wednesdays from 3-4 p.m. 
in University Hall, where they discuss 
the hottest fashion trends and celebrity 
ensembles.
     Williams will be expressing her cre-
ativity through fashion as a stylist for the 
club's annual fashion show, which will 
be held on Dec. 2 at 7 p.m. in University 
Hall on the 7th floor. The theme this year 
will be cultural.
   Williams said, “We [the fashion club E-
board] wanted it to be different this year 
and unique from past years, so that’s 
why we picked the cultural theme. There 
are so many cultures just on Montclair’s 
campus so we wanted to showcase all of 
the cultures we have here.”
    Along with the MSU Fashion Club, 
Williams is a contributing writer for Her-
Campus: Montclair. “The articles I write 
have to do with pop culture," she said. 
"I’m very into celebrities and things that 
are trending in the fashion industry.”
    Williams is determined to have longev-
Bre'Yana Williams struts around Montclair State with her favorite 
pair of over-the-knee boots from Charlotte Russe.
Montclair State student Bre'Yana Williams makes sure to
accessorize with these silver bracelets and a violet gemstone ring.
Fashionista Bre'Yana Williams rocking the striped sweater she bought from her favorite
store, Forever 21.
Black floppy hats are a fashion staple that is essential for every fashionista's 
fall wardrobe.
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         The first thing I noticed in regard to Williams’ ensemble was her oversized black 
floppy hat: a fashion staple that is essential for every fashionista's fall wardrobe. This 
statement piece complements her entire look and cohesively fits in with her accompa-
nying monochrome black pieces. The black long sleeve top's simplicity allows this gar-
ment to be extremely versatile. Dress it up or dress it down—a monochromatic black 
top can go with just about anything.
       Forever ditching Crocs, Williams is able to make Montclair State her runway and 
strut, like her style icon Kendall Jenner, with these over-the-knee black suede boots 
which are undeniably a fall must-have.  On her way to the library with her sturdy black 
Victoria’s Secret Pink backpack, Williams stood out from students who decide to study 
in their pajamas. She kept comfortable and still fashionable with these awesome acid 
wash skinny jeans. November has been warmer than usual, yet on those expected chilly 
days, Williams’ striped sweater is a great companion to keep her warm and stylish.
ity within the fashion industry. She said, 
“I really want to work for Teen Vogue or 
Cosmopolitan, Seventeen Magazine—
one of those. I want to write primarily 
about celebrities and their fashion be-
cause I just love everything that has to 
do with pop culture.” 
    Celebrities have a huge impact on the 
world and an even greater influence on 
fashion. Williams said, “I have multiple 
style icons. I loved Blake Lively’s style 
in 'Gossip Girl.' It was amazing. I love 
Kendall Jenner. She's laid back, but she's 
still fashion-forward. I also like Kylie 
Jenner's style because she's just so out of 
the box—does whatever she wants and it 
just looks good.”
   While Kylie Jenner can seemingly pull 
off anything, a trend that Williams hopes 
the star and fellow fashionistas and fash-
inistos, in general, should stay away 
from is Crocs. 
     “Crocs—they physically hurt me when 
I see them,"  Williams said. "I don't like 
them, I don't know why they're a thing.”
    Fashion has not only been an avenue 
for Williams to express her creativity, 
but a way in which her personality has 
been able to shine. “I was a very shy per-
son growing up," Williams said. "Once 
I got to high school, I just started dress-
ing the way that I wanted to. I’d rather 
show people that I am fun and whimsi-
cal through my clothes than having to 
say it.” 
    Williams describes her style as com-
fortable, but still fashionable. “I love be-
ing comfy, but I don't have a problem 
with putting on jeans and a nice comfy 
sweater," she said. "You will never see 
me in sweat pants, I swear. Everyone is 
so shocked that I don't wear sweatpants 
to class and I’m just like, ‘No I need to 
get dressed!’ I dress laid back and very 
girly. I love skirts and jewelry and all 
that stuff.”
      In regard to style advice for Montclair 
State students, Williams said, “Wear 
what you feel the most comfortable in 
because the only person you should try 
to impress is yourself.”
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Help Wanted Help Wanted
CLASSIFIEDS
Looking for After-School Help?  Babysitters?  Part-Timers?  
Place your Classified Ad right here in The Montclarion. Low 
one-time Rate & Extended exposure.  Proven Results. Book 
your classified NOW!  For  info Email: MontclarionAdSales@
gmail.com or call Don Spielvogel (973) 655-5237 or (215) 
860-5533
                                       
$15-20 / HR, AFTER SCHOOL BABY SITTER FOR 12 & 10 
YR OLD, MONTCLAIR
Montclair family is seeking a reliable after-school nanny / 
sitter – 3:00-8:00 PM (some flexibility).  Job includes picking 
up kids from school and/or driving to activities or play dates, 
meal planning and preparation for kids, keeping kitchen 
clean, helping kids with homework & doing their chores,light 
kid laundry. May include occasional errands related to kids, 
scheduling play dates, etc. Need own car with clean driving 
record. Looking for someone who is well organized, respon-
sible and fun. Start: ASAP Email: Bigb@siteny.com
MAKE EXTRA MONEY, MONTCLAIR  
Looking to Make EXTRA $$$ No Base, great commissions. 
Connect us with new potential companies wanting Tech 
Service & Solutions. Interested? Send Resume & Cover Letter 
to: Earnextracash@jmor.com.
LOOKING FOR INTERNS, PAID & UNPAID, MONT-
CLAIR      
Looking for paid & unpaid Interns to do Social Media Market-
ing! And office mailings.  If interested send Cover Letter and 
Resume to 
Internships@Jmor.com.
DATE NIGHT/AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER NEEDED, UP-
PER MONTCLAIR
Seeking an occasional sitter for my 11-year-old son, especially 
Saturday evenings (usually 6-8:30) and some weekdays 
(flexible) after school (starting around 2:30). I’d love to find 
someone upbeat & fun who has experience in education / 
working with kids with special needs. Also, my son adores 
video games & creating computer animation, so an interest in 
those things is a plus! Must be comfortable with cats & dogs 
and strong enough to walk our sweet (and strong) French 
bulldog. 
Please contact me at vanessavozar@gmail.com.
$120.00 / WK, AFTER-SCHOOL DRIVER NEEDED, 
MONTCLAIR
After-school driver needed for our 2 children, ages 13 & 15. 
$120 / week – All driving is local – to and from activities, 
some of which change weekly. Must have own car and clean 
driving record, be super responsible and flexible. Driving 
needed for entire school year. If interested, please email: 
abramsliza@gmail.com
AFTER-SCHOOL BABYSITTER NEEDED, MONTCLAIR
After school sitter needed starting mid-Sept for our 10 year-
old daughter. Mon, Tues, Thurs & Fri, 3-6 pm. Responsibilities 
include: School pick up, light help with homework, prepare 
dinner, and drive (incl. carpool) to gymnastics practice in 
Woodland Park. Sitter must have own car and clean driving 
record. If interested, please email: Edinajung@gmail.com.
AFTERNOON SITTER, GLEN RIDGE
We are seeking an afternoon sitter 3 days/week, Tuesday, 
Thursday and Friday from 3:00 – 6:00 pm. We have three 
children, 11, 8, 4 and a
dog. Sitter must be able to drive & have a clean driving record. 
Afternoons will consist of homework help, driving to activi-
ties, occasional playdates and tidying up. If you are interested, 
please email: Lonergana@gtlaw.com.
$200 / WEEK AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER, MONTCLAIR
Seeking an After-School Sitter Beginning 9/12, Mon, Wed, 
Thurs, 3-6 pm w / flexibility. Responsibilities include: Receiv-
ing 10 year-old from school van that drops at our home, 
Overseeing homework, Occasional driving to after school 
activities for 10 year-old & siblings, 17 & 14. Walking distance 
to MSU. Good opportunity for education students interested 
in working with children with learning disabilities. Email: 
Pamelagoldsteen@gmail.com.
Classifieds
Help Wanted Help Wanted/ For Rent
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$200.00 / WK – AFTER SCHOOL BABYSITTER NEEDED, 
MONTCLAIR
Need an after school sitter starting Sept. 13 for our three children 
ages 3-1/2 – 5.   Tues – Thurs, 3-6 pm.   You will drive our minivan 
to pick them up from school.  Looking for someone very reliable.  
Please email: kgrayrock@gmail.com. $200 per week.
P/T SITTER/HOMEWORK HELP FOR TEENS, AFTER 
SCHOOL, MONTCLAIR                        
Looking for a smart, reliable, fun after-school sitter for our two 
teens (13 & 15). We need someone Mon– Fri from around 3-5:30 
(hours can be a bit flexible) to drive them to & from various 
after-school activities / appointments. You will also need to help 
motivate the 8th grader with attention issues to do his homework. 
Exp. w /algebra, and other middle school subjects a big plus. We 
are 5 minutes from MSU & have a third floor living area we would 
exchange for childcare. We will also pay hourly or some combina-
tion, if that’s your preference. References and experience required. 
Will exchange for room/third floor of house, or hourly pay! Close 
to MSU.  Please email me at KerriHK@yahoo.com.
P/T BABYSITTER FOR 2 WONDERFUL GIRLS, MONTCLAIR
We are looking for a part-time babysitter for our two girls (10 & 
7-1/2).  The position, beginning in September, will be 20-25 hours 
per week, Mon-Thurs (Fridays off), 7:45-8:45 am, getting the girls 
off to school, and 2:45-7:00 pm. We have flexibility with the morn-
ing hours. The schedule is ideal for a student! In the afternoons, 
we need someone to take the girls to their after-school activities 
(including carpools), help w/ homework & prepare dinner for the 
girls (nothing fancy). Driving is a must & we will provide a car.  
Please Email: Marci at Kokalas1121@yahoo.com.
P/T BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR SCHOOL YEAR, MONT-
CLAIR
Seeking a caring and responsible sitter, w / car & safe driving 
record, for mornings & afternoons in the upcoming school year.  
7-9 am & 4-6 pm, four days per week for our 9 year-old son & 12 
year-old daughter. We have a bright, beautiful extra bedroom in 
our home – on it’s own floor – and would love to find someone 
interested in using the room (as an office/studio or as a live-in situ-
ation) in exchange for childcare. We are also very open to paying a 
wonderful someone INSTEAD of doing a room exchange. Duties 
would include light meal preparation (breakfast & after school 
snack) and clean up afterwards, driving to afternoon activities & 
light homework help. Both children are responsible & able to care 
for themselves in most ways. We are hoping for someone who 
brings a loving & fun presence to their mornings & afternoons. 
Please Email: Lisa at Lisamerill@hotmail.com. Room Exchange or 
For Pay!
ART STUDENTS! WHO’D LIKE TO DO A PAID INTERNSHIP 
WITH A RENOWNED ARTIST?,   MONTCLAIR 
 Looking for a student of the Fine Arts to assist in the home studio 
& warehouse of an artist, author, playwright, filmmaker relocating 
from NYC to Montclair.  Schedule is flexible, but looking for avail-
ability approx. 15 hours / week.  Salary is negotiable. Duties would 
include photographing & cataloguing paintings, computer work , 
transcribing scripts, assisting in studio, and in production of digital 
interview show.   Must be tech savvy (Mac),  personable, efficient 
and have a passion for the arts!  Start date August 1st.  Please 
forward resume and cover to info@modat.tv and please use “JRP 
JOB” in subject line.
$15 / HR,  P/T BABYSITTER, GLEN RIDGE
We’re looking for a part-time babysitter for our 20-month-old son. 
Ideal hours are 3 to 6 pm, Mon-Thurs.  Start ASAP. Looking for a 
fun & energetic person to play with my son while I run errands, 
etc.  Must be able to provide own transportation. Education Major 
a big plus. If interested, please email Ashley: 
Ashley.A.Owen@gmail.com.
SEEKING EDUCATION STUDENT, P/T SITTER, MONT-
CLAIR
Want to pick a seasoned teacher’s brain while caring for her 
children in her home? Energetic, sensible, and pretty fun sitter 
needed for part time work.  No driving required, but must provide 
own transportation to & from the house. We are within walking 
distance of the Train. Guaranteed 10 hours a week but may be 
more as agreed upon. Email: Laurenq.Griffin@gmail.com.
$15/HR, AFTER PRESCHOOL & EARLY EVENING 
CHILD CARE, BLOOMFIELD
Monday to Friday; 2.30 to 5.30 pm, Start Date: Immediate. 
Looking for energetic, flexible and upbeat person to take care 
of our three-year old daughter and help out with light house-
keeping. Days and time can be flexible for the right person. 
Some late evenings – ending at 8.30pm – would be necessary 
after January. Two important requirements: 1. Must have 
clean driving record and own transport to pick up child from 
preschool in Montclair; and 2. Must enjoy being with a child, 
and know how to be super engaging, loving and alert with a 
three-year old. If interested please email Lauhona: 
Lauhonaganguly@gmail.com.
TEACHING FELLOWSHIP AVAILABLE, WOODROW 
WILSON NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP FOUNDATION
If you love science or math, help kids learn to love it too. 
Apply here: Woodrow.org/STEM
NANNY NEEDED, MONTCLAIR
We are very excited to be moving to downtown Montclair 
with our two sons, 14 & 12 yrs old, by mid July. Seeking an 
energetic & engaged caregiver who could work from 10 am – 
7 pm over the summer and then 2.30 – 7:00 during the school 
year. We need someone who will be able to drive them to 
activities in nearby towns, do basic clean up & laundry for 
them, prepare & clean up dinner and oversee homework as 
needed when the school year begins. Well behaved, fun & 
easy kids. References on previous employment & driving re-
cord required. Looking forward to hearing from interested & 
qualified candidates. Please contact me at Suzy.Wakefield@
yahoo.com.
$20 / HR TUTOR NEEDED, NORTH BERGEN
Looking for a tutor, for my 13 year old daughter in 8th grade. 
Wonderful personality very easy going. Proficiency in math 
and science preferred. Start ASAP. Hours are flexible, and 
travel to North Bergen on River Road may be necessary, 
however all is workable, including days of week or week-
ends. Twice a week or three times a week, whatever works 
best. At least 2 hours to 3 each session. 
Email: Flopezca@yahoo.com.
$15-20 / HR, MOTHER’S HELPER / OCCASIONAL 
BABYSITTER, UPPER MONTCLAIR
Seeking energetic & reliable person with a flexible schedule 
to help care for our 8 month old daughter. The position 
would begin immediately and would entail watching her 
in our home while I am there.  We would need someone 2-3 
days a week for approx. 3-5 hours a day. There will also be 
occasional overnight help needed.  Start: ASAP! Experience 
with infants and references required. Education Major a 
plus! 
Email resume to: Greta.veledevilla@gmail.com.
WRITERS, MONTCLAIR
Position will include writing articles on a weekly basis to 
enhance The Montclair Dispatch’s editorial team. This posi-
tion is perfect for individuals, especially college students, 
interested in pursing a career in Journalism and / or Media-
Related Majors. Email resume & cover letter to: 
NewsDesk@MontclairDispatch.com and visit MontclairDis-
patch.com for more information.
 $15 / HR, P/T BABY-SITTER, UPPER MONTCLAIR
Upper Montclair family is seeking a baby-sitter who is able 
to watch our 3 children on a part-time, as-needed basis. 
Hours will not be consistent. Probably a couple of Saturday 
evening / nights a month & potential other days / nights 
as needed. Sitter will not always be watching all 3 children 
at once. We have two boys (9 yrs) with special needs & a 14 
month-old daughter. Care for the boys is not difficult. Chil-
dren will usually be in bed on Saturday evenings when sitter 
is here. Walking distance from MSU. For more information 
or questions, and to apply 
Email: Jennynolan11@gmail.com.
AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER, GLEN RIDGE
We’re looking for an after-school sitter Monday–Friday 
3 – 6:30pm / Can be 4 days a week for the right candidate. 
Responsibilities include, picking up kids from school, helping 
with homework and driving them to their after-school activi-
ties. Must be “dog friendly”. Two kids, 8 & 6 years old.  
Email: ceng01@gmail.com
AFTER-SCHOOL BABYSITTER NEEDED, CEDAR 
GROVE
After school sitter needed starting Sept 12 for our 2 kids (8 & 
11), 2:40-4:30 pm. Responsibilities include: School pick up & 
light help with homework. Sitter must have own car and clean 
driving record. If interested, please 
Email: lynnieg30@gmail.com.
LOOKING FOR AFTER-SCHOOL BABYSITTER, 
BLOOMFIELD
We are looking for a part-time sitter to look after our three 
adorable boys, ages 5, 7, and 9, a few days a week after school 
between the hours of 3:15 pm and 6 or 7 pm depending on the 
day. Exact days to be determined. Main responsibility will be 
to drive the children to various after-school activities, ensure 
homework is done, and feed the children dinner which will al-
ready be prepared and ready-to-serve. Must be fully licensed 
to drive and have a clean record, and previous childcare 
experience would be great, but is not essential. Please contact 
Katherine at krdelaney75@gmail.com.
$15 / HR, AFTER-SCHOOL & EARLY EVENING CHILD 
CARE, MONTCLAIR
Monday- Thursday, 2 – 6:30 pm, Start date – ASAP…
Looking for energetic, flexible and upbeat person to manage 
my house in the afternoons.  Three great kids (middle school 
& high school) who need meals & driving to practices & other 
activities. Household duties include laundry and light house-
keeping.  Located in convenient part of Montclair.  Promise 
– you will love the kids! If interested, please call or text Nancy 
at (973) 757-5554.
$15 / HR, BABYSITTER, MONTCLAIR 
Looking for a reliable, responsible & energetic sitter for our 21 
month-old son. Two afternoons per week (days flexible) while 
we are home, and potential for other occasional days & nights. 
Experience with infants & toddlers a must. Immediate start. 
Please email your information to: Lauren1039@mac.com.
ROOM RENTALS & PARKING
SAVE $$$ – ROOM RENTALS ACROSS FROM MSU
Female students: Summer and / or Fall Room Rentals  2016 
school year. Furnished – across from campus.  Internet  
included. Singles or shared.  Available June & Sept. Call: (973) 
778-1504.
OFF-STREET PARKING
Reasonable Off-Street Parking, M-F. Only 3 mins. walk to 
MSU Bridge & Shuttle! Call (973) 819-0334, Sun-Sat, 5am-8pm 
ONLY. 
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Campus 
VoiCes:
Should the 
university be 
able to tell 
smokers they 
cannot smoke 
on campus?
n Monday, a Mont-
clair State press release an-
nounced the university would 
be receiving a grant of over 
$19,000 in order to implement a 
program that would “accelerate 
and expand the eventual adop-
tion and implementation of 100 
percent smoke-and-tobacco-free 
campus policies.” The program, 
called Tobacco Free Red Hawks, 
hopes to educate the commu-
nity of Montclair State and sup-
port those hoping to make a 
change in lifestyle. 
    Prior to the announcement, 
students were asked to com-
plete an online survey regarding 
their thoughts and opinions of 
the proposed change, yet many 
smokers on campus are speak-
ing out against these changes, 
and understandably so. These 
changes will result in a ban on 
all tobacco products, which con-
cerns many who often smoke 
while on campus.    
    Some believe the university 
should not be able to regulate 
their tobacco use, but their to-
bacco use is affecting more than 
just them. Their tobacco use has 
a negative effect on non-smok-
ers. 
    At Montclair State, second-
hand smoke is a major con-
cern. Just walking to class, 
non-smokers are raided with 
clouds of smoke when entering 
and exiting select buildings on 
campus. Even inside buildings, 
non-smokers are still subject 
to secondhand smoke, as some 
students disobey rules that pro-
hibit smoking indoors. 
    The consequences of smok-
ing affect far more than the in-
dividual smoking. Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention 
warns that even adults who 
have never smoked are still at 
risk for heart disease, lung can-
cer and strokes from inhaling 
secondhand smoke. It is unethi-
cal for the university to continue 
to subject innocent students to 
these extremely serious risks.  
Montclair State Says Smoke is No Joke
    Even though this ban seems 
like an attack on the tobacco-
user population on campus, it 
is the only way to promote and 
ensure the health and safety of 
all students, staff and faculty. 
The university is trying to help 
all members of the Montclair 
State community, and hopefully 
this program will be able to do 
that.
    Cliff Douglas, director of the 
American Cancer Society’s Cen-
ter for Tobacco Control. said, 
“To be successful in creating 
a tobacco-free generation, it is 
important that we prevent and 
eliminate lethal and addictive 
tobacco among America’s col-
lege students.” By reducing and 
eventually eliminating tobacco 
products on campus, fewer 
students will have experiences 
with the substance. 
    On a more positive note, this 
will provide many tobacco us-
ers with the opportunity and 
tools to quit. The Tobacco Free 
Red Hawks program will likely 
be able to provide information, 
guidance and support to those 
individuals who are serious 
about change.
   Progressing toward a tobacco-
free campus is not just a win for 
non-smokers, but for smokers 
too. Becoming a tobacco-free 
campus will benefit everyone.  
 O
“I don’t neccessarily think 
the university should de-
termine whether or not 
students can smoke or not. 
Obviously they should 
promote not to, but if any-
thing, make designated ar-
eas known.”  
-Alyssa Broadhurst,
Junior
English 
“I do not think the uni-
versity should determine 
whether or not smokers 
should smoke or not on 
campus. That decision 
should be left up to the in-
dividual. Everyone has the 
right to smoke and that 
decison should not be que-
sioned.”
-Matthew Biondi,
Junior
English
“I do not think the Univer-
sity has the right to deter-
mine whether or not peo-
ple can smoke on campus 
because that would in-
fringe upon individual lib-
erties. Impose designated 
smoking areas to ensure 
the comfort and health of 
all people on campus.”
-Justin Mathai,
Junior
English
“I think the school has the 
right to designate where 
people can or cannot 
smoke. ”
-Jessica Podskoch,
Junior
English
Dan Evans | The Montclarion
Thumbs Up Thumbs Down
Gwen Ifill dies at 61
ISIS encourages attacks at Macy’s 
Thanksgiving Day Parade
Nation is divided
Thanksgiving Day
Peaceful protests
Gilmore Girls returns soon
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Concerning Editorials and Columns
 Main editorials appear on the first page of the Opinion section. They are unsigned articles that represent the opinion of the editorial board on a particular issue.  
Columns are written by individuals and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Montclarion staff.
Will Marijuana Soon Be Part Of The Garden State?
n 
a country 
where the 
C h i c a g o 
Cubs can 
win the 
World Se-
ries and 
D o n a l d 
Trump can 
become President of the United 
States, it is safe to say that any-
thing can happen. With peo-
ple in the country hungry for 
change, Tuesday, Nov. 8 saw 
the recreational use of marijua-
na legalized in California, Mas-
sachusetts and Nevada.
   Prior to this election, the drug 
had only been approved for rec-
reational use in Alaska, Colora-
do, Oregon and Washington. It 
is no wonder that the legaliza-
tion of marijuana continues to 
expand to more states, as a Gal-
lup poll taken back in October 
found nationwide support for 
legalizing marijuana was at an 
all-time high of 60 percent.
   New Jersey Senator Nicholas 
Scutari wants to introduce a 
legalization bill for the drug in 
hopes that the future governor 
will sign it into law. Other law-
makers in the state believe that 
legalizing the drug would in-
crease revenue and job creation.
   I think that marijuana should 
be legalized for recreational 
use, but its legalization and use 
must be handled with extreme 
caution and care.
   Supporters of legal marijuana 
believe that it will help make 
things easier in their seem-
ingly endless war on drugs. 
They believe that legalizing the 
drug will lead to a decrease in 
the amount of arrests and con-
victions made each year over 
drug-related crimes. While le-
galizing marijuana would lead 
to less arrests and give the gov-
ernment one less drug to worry 
about fighting, it would become 
an issue if someone acted reck-
lessly because they were under 
the influence of marijuana.
  If marijuana was to be legal-
ized for recreational use, it 
should be treated like alcohol. 
If an individual abuses the drug 
and ends up in an impaired 
state or harms others, there 
absolutely needs to be conse-
quences. Much like drunk driv-
ing, if someone is buzzed and 
gets into an accident, that per-
son should still go to jail and 
face charges for their actions. 
      Being a responsible user of 
recreational marijuana means 
you are not causing yourself 
or anyone else harm, and indi-
viduals who can be responsible 
users should have no problem 
with being able to possess the 
drug.
   Now, just to avoid confusing 
some people, many additional 
states outside of the aforemen-
tioned seven have legalized 
marijuana to some capacity, 
usually just for medical pur-
poses as prescribed by a doc-
tor. I feel that having a license 
is still the right way to go when 
it comes to publicly verifying a 
marijuana prescription. If mari-
juana were to be legalized and 
sold as a drug in a pharmacy, 
it should still be mandated that 
every person who possesses the 
drug have a valid license on 
them. The purpose of this is to 
show that you have a medically 
justified reason for using mari-
juana and that you are not using 
the drug simply to get high.
   No one should be using medi-
cally prescribed drugs for the 
purpose of getting high, but it is 
just an unfortunate reality that 
many people do so anyway. 
So we must understand that, 
while legalizing marijuana does 
have its benefits, it still has the 
potential to be detrimental to 
someone’s health and mental 
well-being.
   Some will argue that there 
Support of marijuana legalization increases, but will that change come to New Jersey?
NICHOLAS DA 
SILVA
COLUMNIST
Nicholas Da Silva, a journalism major, is 
in his third year as a columnist for The 
Montclarion.
I is statistic proof of marijuana being one of the least deadly 
drugs a person can take, but we 
must remember that it is still a 
substance that can be abused. 
      Drugs like cocaine and hero-
in should not be used by some-
one for any reason, but I feel 
that marijuana can be made a 
legalized drug, as long as peo-
ple purchase it for the proper 
reasons and are responsible 
with how they use it. Times are 
changing; whether for better or 
for worse has yet to be seen. We 
must remember that progress 
can be made with anything, as 
long as it is done for intelligent 
and productive purposes.
Adult Coloring Books 
inals are ap-
proaching and 
many students are 
picking up adult 
coloring books 
to help them re-
lax and let go. 
For good reason 
too—adult color-
ing books are fun 
people to feel productive and put to-
gether, even when they are really not. 
Adult coloring books allow people to 
complete the dream of finishing a task 
that has been put before them with 
minimal stress. Finishing an essay 
requires at least three total hours of 
procrastination, for mental sanity and 
emotional health. A student could eas-
ily color a page of detail in that time, 
and since coloring does not require 
that much thought, it winds up being 
really easy to finish. That feeling of 
finishing is the key to feeling produc-
tive. That’s one page closer to finish-
ing the entire book.
   It is fair to say that the price tags on 
adult coloring books should have peo-
ple looking in the opposite direction. 
Ranging from 10 to 20 dollars, they get 
pricey, and yet people still buy them 
in bulk. The reason behind this is not 
only because coloring books are relax-
ing and mind churning. They make a 
lot of people feel like artist. Someone 
else has already done the hard part. 
All there is left to do is just color it 
in. While no one goes around saying 
they drew a masterpiece, they can say 
they colored a masterpiece. Everyone 
wants to be able to say they colored a 
masterpiece.
F
VANIELE CASIMIR 
ASSISTANT       
OPINION EDITOR
fter one stress-
ful election season, 
it is finally time to 
relax. However, for 
many adults, it may 
be worth explor-
ing other avenues of 
achieving zen, as it 
will be impossible to 
do so with the use of 
adult coloring books.
    Several years ago, adult coloring books 
flooded the arts and crafts market leav-
ing no stone unturned. Whether it be 
exotic chickens, secret gardens or trill-
ing images of Bill Murray, adult color-
ing books have taken over and grace the 
counters of many registers.
   While shoppers in line may spot the 
boisterous “stress-free” labeling, they 
are in for a shock. Although prices can 
vary greatly, many adult coloring books 
range from 10 to 15 dollars. For exam-
ple, a paperback of “Sherlock: The Mind 
Palace” has 80 pages is $9.68. However, 
a “Frozen” children’s coloring book is 
$5.51. The “Frozen” coloring book has 
96 pages that feature puzzles, games and 
color-in images, not to mention 60 stick-
ers. Adults cannot relax knowing that a 
child can get more bang for their buck 
when it comes to coloring books.
   Of course, the pricing will not stop all 
shoppers, as the promise of reducing 
stress is just too good to pass up. Even 
after purchasing the finest of fine-tipped 
markers or the highest quality colored 
pencils, adults will realize that adult col-
oring books are far too detailed for fun. 
A
EMILY ROVNER            
OPINION EDITOR     
and complex enough to keep a per-
son entertained for extended periods 
of time, and they appeal to an adult’s 
creative side. With them, destressing 
is a breeze.
   There is an assortment of adult col-
oring books to choose from. Different 
kinds to cater to different people and 
different needs. Get angry or calm 
with swear word coloring books, or 
hyped with “Sherlock Holmes” and 
“Game of Thrones” coloring books. 
Animal coloring books are awesome 
for just taking your mind off things 
too. It might seem stressful to have 
so many options, but that is one of 
the reasons adult coloring books are 
loved. People enjoy being able to 
have a coloring book for each mood. 
A mandala might not do it for a lot 
of students trying to relax and retain 
more information so they can pass 
their finals and raise their grades and 
GPA. However, coloring a cat pink, or 
a dog vomit green just might.
   Aside from blowing off steam with 
swear words and getting overzeal-
ous with coloring one’s favorite char-
acters, adult coloring books allow 
Just one page can take days to complete. 
Spending days, with magnify glass in 
hand, to color in minuscule portions of 
a creatively-drawn owl is anxiety-induc-
ing. Coloring such small areas brings a 
new level of intensity when attempting 
to color inside the lines.
   These designs are what make adult 
coloring books regiment the creativity 
of adults. In children’s coloring books, 
there is enough room to decide how 
to design the different elements of the 
page. Yet, the individuals who create 
adult coloring books have completely 
taken those creative liberties away from 
adults. Adults who willingly participate 
in this activity are completely draining 
their veins of creativity.
   For those with enough patience to 
complete the maze that is adult color-
ing, there is no reward. While adults are 
flooding craft stores to get their hands 
on the newest coloring book, they are 
not rushing to get their work framed. All 
that hard work goes unrecognized by 
family, friends and colleagues as it stays 
in the book for the rest of eternity.
   While coloring can be a fun activity, 
adult coloring books have taken it to a 
completely new level. Coloring books 
are supposed to be relaxing and serve as 
a time to explore one’s imagination and 
creativity, but currently, the coloring 
books advertised to adults do exactly the 
opposite.
Vaniele Casimir, an English major, is in her 
first year as Assistant Opinion Editor for The 
Montclarion.
Emily Rovner, a political science and jurisprudence 
major, is in her second year as Opinion Editor for 
The Montclarion.
Veganism: A World Of Possibilities
o n -
sumers are 
taught by 
modern-day 
egg indus-
tries that 
their com-
panies are 
“family owned,” “farm fresh” 
and “free-range.” These terms 
make it seems as if egg-laying 
hens are treated with respect 
for what they provide. Compa-
nies such as Rose Acre Farms 
and Hillandale Farms paint pic-
tures that entail rollings hills, 
open land, sunshine and most 
importantly, the humane treat-
ment of animals.
    Unfortunately, this is not 
the reality for the over 300 mil-
lion birds that suffer on factory 
farms each year. Immediately 
after birth, chicks and their 
mothers are separated and the 
male chicks, who are not use-
ful to the egg industry, are then 
thrown into grinders or even 
suffocated in large trash bags 
while fully conscious. The fe-
males then spend their lives in 
tiny cages without any space to 
roam or move. After enduring 
this gruesome lifestyle for ap-
proximately two years, these 
birds are then sent to the slaugh-
terhouse to become meat.
   While this kind of mass pro-
duction of food is terrible, it 
has become easier to ignore. 
After all, eggs are products the 
typical American consumer has 
been used to purchasing due to 
its many uses, including bak-
ing, scrambling, boiling, frying 
and even decorating. An “All-
American” breakfast served at 
a diner would most likely con-
sist of eggs, along with with 
sausage links and pancakes. Al-
though many believe that this 
“All-American” breakfast is off 
limits to vegan diners, changing 
food science and technologies 
are broadening the horizons of 
many vegans.
   In fact, a little over a year 
ago, an egg substitution prod-
uct called  VeganEgg became 
available for purchase online 
and at certain grocery stores. 
Since the production of one 
regular egg uses 52 gallons of 
water, the creation of alternate 
plant-based eggs could discon-
tinue the horrors of egg pro-
duction, as well as benefit the 
environment. Products such as 
the VeganEgg are tremendous 
advancements for veganism 
and cruelty-free diets because 
it means people who dislike the 
idea of giving up meat, cheese 
or eggs don’t actually have to 
give up anything.
   Veganism is often mistaken 
as a strict lifestyle decision that 
is nearly impossible for many. 
It may seem as if the specific 
rules of what you can and can’t 
eat are endless, but veganism is 
not about restriction. Veganism 
is about creation, opening pos-
sibilities and innovation. 
      VeganEgg and other prod-
ucts are reducing animal cru-
elty. Being a vegan is not about 
limits. Being a vegan is about 
awareness and recognizing that 
factory farming causes unnec-
essary suffering which should 
be stood against. With this 
recognition and change comes 
community and activism.
   Montclair State University 
has recently been incorporat-
ing more cruelty-free options at 
Freeman Dining Hall and Sam’s 
Place, due to both student inter-
est and attempts to innovate 
It’s not as hard as some believe it to be
ERIN O’CONNELL
COLUMNIST
Erin O’Connell, a psychology major, is 
in her first year as a columnist for The 
Montclarion.
C food selections. For example, 
there is always a vegan soup 
and a veggie burger offered, just 
as there are always hamburg-
ers. Additionally, as of Nov. 7, 
Meatless Mondays have been 
officially implemented in both 
dining halls, serving delicious 
versatile meat-free entrees. 
       It is not realistic to ask peo-
ple to go vegan overnight, or at 
all for that matter, but simply 
cutting meat out of one’s diet 
once or twice a week or trying a 
vegan product is a positive step 
that leads to a more sustainable 
and compassionate food indus-
try.
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Nov. 17 – 20
Memorial Auditorium
Department of Theatre and Dance 
Works a Foot
973-655-5112 | peakperfs.org
Convenient parking in the Red Hawk Deck
Photo: Gennadi Novash
P E R F O R M A N C E S  1 6 / 1 7
World Premiere
Third Coast Percussion 
Cathie Boyd | Cryptic (UK)
“See You Later”
Works Composed by
Gavin Bryars
Peter Garland
David T. Little
Nov. 17 – 20
Alexander Kasser Theater
No charge for Montclair State undergrads; 
all others $20!
Engage!
Sneak Peek
Nov. 17 @ 6 p.m.
Join director Cathie Boyd for a 
behind-the-scenes peek into “See You Later.” 
Refreshments will be served. 
Free & open to the public!C AT H I E  B O Y D
No charge for Montclair State undergrads; 
all others $15!
Photo: Montclair State University/Mike Peters
themontclarion.org
Photo courtesy 
of Jeff Crespi
Top 10 
Songs of 
the Week
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Q: What is your biggest 
      motivation?
A: My biggest motivation 
would have to rely on the im-
portance of music culture and 
the dedicated bands that are 
playing music every single day 
in basements, venues across 
the US, and to all the bands not 
looking for quick monetary re-
turns, but looking for a form of 
stress relief from their already 
difficult situations which can 
only be 100 percent fulfilled 
through playing music, or to 
the bands who showcase a part 
of themselves they wouldn’t 
be able to showcase without 
music. Those bands are easy to 
find because it shows in their 
music and in their personali-
ties. That’s what keeps the faith 
for me in the music scene. 
Q: How has Montclair State    
     University fostered you as   
     an artist?
A: Being a political science 
major with minors in pre-law 
and public administration you 
don’t have a chance to immerse 
yourself into the thriving mu-
sic culture within the campus 
of Montclair State. You can see 
it and hear it all around you. 
The reason why I initially chose 
Montclair was because of the 
vibe and scene it had to offer. 
      There is The Meatlocker 
venue that I regularly play at, 
which is kind of a dive, but it 
is the best place to see a cool 
band at. People across campus 
frequently visit The Meatlocker 
to catch a show or support a 
friend. Being a student at Mont-
clair State makes me take pride 
in these things, and realize how 
special it is to be a part of it.
Q: Who are your biggest 
      supporters?
A: My biggest supporters are 
definitely my bandmates, and 
my family, who has supported 
me since I began music, as long 
as I kept the grades up. The 
most important supporter you 
can have is yourself at the end 
of the day. If you don’t believe 
in yourself, and if you’re not lis-
tening to your music in the pro-
cess of making it and aren’t lis-
tening to yourself as a fan and 
supporter of the music, you’re 
doing something wrong. Criti-
Jon Khan is a political science major with minors in pre-law and public 
administration, but he always makes sure to keep music in his life.
Student Artist Profile:
Jon Khan
cisms and support for a piece of 
music are always good to hear 
from a third party from time to 
time, but when you just know 
what works for yourself and 
what doesn’t, you will eventu-
ally not need the third party 
and you can stand as an artist 
independently. I feel every art-
ist deserves to feel that sense of 
independence. That’s how you 
keep your sanity and it helps 
prevent oneself from having a 
falling out with music.
Q: Who are your biggest 
      inspirations?
A: My biggest musical inspira-
tions lie in a couple of bands I 
regularly listen to on a day-to-
day basis: Blink-182, The Menz-
ingers, The Gaslight Anthem, 
Bruce Springsteen, and Brand 
New, to name the biggest ones. 
From time to time, I’ll get into 
a whole sub-genre of bands 
which will deter my writing for 
guitar parts or even lyrics with 
“Rachel,” the new project I’m 
a part of. For a while now, I’ve 
been involved in the the rock 
and punk scene here in New 
Jersey, across the US and have 
booked a tour for a past proj-
ect in the UK two years ago. As 
time goes by, you make more 
and more connections, and 
you learn how to execute them 
for your benefit and hopefully 
theirs. 
Q: What’s your latest project?
A: The new project I’m a part of 
is called “Rachel.” We’re a three-
piece punk rock band starting to 
play shows locally at this time 
and eventually, we’re hoping to 
do some touring. We had our 
first show at Crossroads in Gar-
wood, New Jersey earlier this 
month, which went extremely 
well. We have been focusing on 
our first EP release, “Abysmal,” 
which we’re planning to release 
hopefully by January or Febru-
ary. It’s a really different take 
on punk rock with some odes to 
our favorite bands. Some songs 
sound like they could be a Sum 
41 song, some parts sound like 
Blink-182, and the lyrics just are 
fun and stand on [their] own. 
When I listen to the record-
ings right now, I feel that it’s 
extremely different from what 
bands and listeners are used to 
playing and hearing. Of course 
there’s a sense of conformity 
to the scene and what it calls 
for, but at the end of the day, 
it’s different, and we’re happy 
about that. You can give us a 
like on Facebook at www.face-
book.com/RachelMusicNJ, and 
we’re on Instagram at @Rach-
elNJ.
1. You Are Free
by Jimmy Eat World
2. Bang Bang
by Green Day
3. Something in the Water 
by Kids on Bridges
4. Shelter
by Madeon & Porter 
Robinson
5. Bed Case
by Tancred
6. Heathens
by Twenty One Pilots
7. Punks in a Disco Bar
by Beach Slang
8.  So Empty 
by Coves
9. Radar Detector 
by Darwin Deez
10. Strange Love 
by The Dirty ClergySinger Tyler Joseph of Twenty One Pilots in a concert in “Gebäude 9,” 
Cologne, 12.02.2014
Photo courtesy 
of wikipedia.org
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WARNING
In Conjunction With:
City of Newark 
NJIT Public Safety
Rutgers University Police Department (Newark Division)
Sponsoring student 
organizations violating 
New Jersey laws WILL BE 
subject to campus sanctions.
PLEASE BE AWARE that the  
State of New Jersey laws  
regarding the sale, distribution  
and use of alcohol are being  
enforced around the NJIT and  
Rutgers-Newark campuses.
VIOLATORS WILL BE  
ARRESTED AND THEIR NAMES 
WILL BE PUBLISHED FROM  
THE POLICE BLOTTER.
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‘Fantastic Beasts and Where 
To Find Them’ Brings Back 
Wizarding World Magic
Julia Siegel
Staff Writer
  
   It’s been five years since the 
final Harry Potter film was re-
leased and almost 15 years to 
date since “Harry Potter and the 
Sorcerer’s Stone” was released 
in theaters. The first book was 
released a little over 19 years 
ago. Now, we are about to ex-
perience a brand new story 
from J.K. Rowling’s wizarding 
world—one that hasn’t been 
read in the pages of one of her 
books before.
 This new chapter is 
“Fantastic Beasts and Where to 
Find Them” and is the tale of 
magizoologist Newt Scaman-
der’s (Eddie Redmayne) visit 
to New York City in 1926. With 
a new era, a new story, new 
characters and the same, famil-
iar wizarding world, “Fantas-
tic Beasts” shines and reminds 
us of the fantastical world we 
know and love.
 The film is very simi-
lar, yet very different from the 
Harry Potter movies. Gone are 
the tales of children getting 
wrapped up in prophecy and 
dark magic. Gone is the fa-
miliar Hogwarts setting. Even 
though “Fantastic Beasts” isn’t 
exactly Harry Potter, it still feels 
the same and delivers the same 
emotions that those films get 
across.
 Redmayne conveyed 
this message during the cast’s 
roundtable sessions on Mon-
day, Nov. 7: “Genuinely, my 
mind was blown....there was 
a thriller element, there was 
a darkness to it, but there was 
great humor and that thing that 
[Rowling] did in all of the Pot-
ter films: that it has great heart 
at the center of it too.”
 Redmayne wasn’t the 
only one that felt that “Fantas-
tic Beasts” is similar to Harry 
Potter. Dan Fogler, who plays 
no-maj (American for muggle) 
Jacob Kowalski, said that, “It’s 
just like the first movie when 
Ron and Harry and Hermione 
find each other and form their 
little tribe.”
 Alison Sudol, who 
plays Queenie, said, “These 
characters are very lucky that 
they find each other and they 
find sort of a home and a place 
to belong with each other.”
 The basic setup is the 
same for both “Fantastic Beasts” 
and “Harry Potter and the Sor-
cerer’s Stone.” Both films fea-
ture a group of outsiders com-
ing together and finding solace 
in the fact that they have found 
each other. Both films also start 
off nice and fluffy, but “Fantas-
tic Beasts” becomes darker at 
a quicker rate. The great thing 
about “Fantastic Beasts” is that 
the story is directly aimed at 
adults because children are no 
longer the center of attention.
 So, what is “Fantastic 
Beasts” all about?
 Newt comes to New 
York City at a time where the 
wizarding world and the no-
maj world are kept extremely 
separate. Witches and wiz-
ards fear exposure and live in 
the shadows of society. Unbe-
knownst to Newt, he is arriv-
ing in a city that has been un-
der attack by some mysterious 
force. To make his stay more 
uncomfortable, some of the 
creatures in his magical case es-
cape, which causes the Magical 
Congress of the United States of 
America (MACUSA, the Ameri-
can Ministry of Magic) to come 
after him and an ex-auror, Tina 
(Katherine Waterston). Head 
Auror Percival Graves (Co-
lin Farrell) attempts to pit the 
blame of the city going into 
shambles on both Newt and 
Tina, so they are forced to work 
together to figure out what’s re-
ally going on.
 As producer David 
Heyman puts it, the film hinges 
on “The notion of a character 
who’s been denied the possibil-
ity of being who he is; that’s a 
theme that runs through a lot 
of Jo’s work, and the dangers, 
the consequences, of when you 
don’t allow people to be who 
they are.”
 There are many ways 
in which the film explores the 
American Wizarding World 
and what was happening in 
America in the 1920s, but Ezra 
Miller, who plays Credence 
Barebone, said, “I just think it’s 
fascinating in the way that some 
of the differences between Eng-
land and the United States are 
explored, but through the lens 
of the magical communities.”
 Fogler said that the 
film is “a mirror to racism, to 
segregation.”
 There’s not much that 
can be said about the greater 
plot or characters without giv-
ing all of the great twists away. 
However, the characters and 
plot all develop in the way that 
I hoped they would. The film is 
fantastic in every sense of the 
world and has the added bene-
fit of using magical creatures to 
create even more wonder and 
amazement. Even though the ti-
tle is “Fantastic Beasts” and the 
creatures ultimately bring the 
new group together, the film 
isn’t about the creatures. It’s 
about the same human condi-
tions that Rowling has written 
about and shown us on-screen 
in all of her projects.
 Miller summed up my 
feelings of the film by saying, 
“The only thing that I want 
[young viewers] to know is that 
for me, as someone who was 
a young Harry Potter fan, this 
movie lives up to all of my ex-
pectations. Clearly I’m a bit of a 
biased party because I’m in the 
movie, but I would like to think 
I was a rather critical viewer de-
spite that fact, and this film ex-
ceeds expectations.”
“Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them” will be released in theaters across America on Nov. 17.        Photo Credit: Jaap Buitendijk. 
© 2016 WARNER BROS ENTERTAINMENT INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
‘Arrival’ is a Beautiful, Unpredictable 
Sci-fi Drama
Bryan Sudfield
Contributing Writer
 When you have a direc-
tor like Denis Villeneuve helm-
ing a project, you already know 
you are going to something 
that is out-of-this world. That’s 
something he has showcased 
with “Prisoners,” “Enemy” and 
“Sicario,” which are three of the 
best films of the 2010s. When I 
heard his project following “Si-
cario” would be a film involv-
ing aliens in a “different mat-
ter,” I was obviously excited, 
as were all the cinephiles in the 
world.
 The film has a simple, 
yet thought-provoking prem-
ise involving aliens coming 
down to Earth for an unknown 
reason. The US government 
tracks down Dr. Louise Banks 
(Amy Adams), a well-received 
linguist, to assist in translating 
the alien language and commu-
nications. I adored this film so 
much, as it ranks very high in 
my Top 10 of 2016.
 This is different from 
any alien invasion film I’ve 
ever seen. People need to go in 
realizing that it’s not an “Inde-
pendence Day” or “War of the 
Worlds” and follows the foot-
steps of artsy sci-fi films like 
“Under the Skin” and “Snow-
piercer” in certain ways, shapes 
and forms. What Villeneuve 
does beautifully is focus more 
on the characters and story 
than the visual effects. I loved 
following Louise and the other 
characters on this subtle journey 
that doesn’t leave your mind. I 
personally feel this is his best 
film, in terms of directing, since 
it’s more self-contained that his 
previous films and the upcom-
ing “Blade Runner 2049”. But, I 
still look at “Prisoners” as being 
my favorite of his catalog.
 Adams is spectacu-
lar in this, with this possibly 
as her best performance ever. 
Banks is a character that has 
been through a lot, as the film’s 
opening scene is extremely gut-
punching. You watch and think 
this character is confident in 
completing the task of finding 
out why the aliens are here, 
but in all honesty, she’s scared 
and restrained, while still add-
ing some confidence to herself. 
The performances from Jeremy 
Renner and Forest Whitaker 
were also very good, but the 
film relies on Adams’ shoulders 
as this is her character’s story, 
specifically.
 The message and 
meaning of the story thorough-
ly progress, as this is a slow-
burner, which might turn off 
some viewers. But, you must 
do yourself a favor and stick 
with it, as this film has one of 
the best endings I’ve seen in 
years. It’s one that you’ll have a 
hard time taking off your mind 
due to how good it is. I strongly 
recomment you check out “Ar-
rival,” especially if you want 
to see an Oscar contender, be-
cause I guarantee this will be all 
over the award discussion this 
winter. If you’re also interested 
in seeing what Villeneuve can 
pull off in the sci-fi genre before 
“Blade Runner 2049” comes 
out, then check this film out. 
Be prepared for an experience 
that is unlike anything that you 
have ever seen.
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Show tomorrow who’s boss.
Did you know that analytics skills are in high demand? That’s 1.5 million data science jobs available by 2018. 
So why not learn SAS Analytics – the No. 1 job skill for kicking off your career with a higher starting salary – for free? 
1. Download SAS® University Edition for free.
2. Access free resources and an online community of experts.
3. Land the job of your dreams.
4. Go from your parents’ basement to a sweet place of your own.
SAS and all other SAS Institute Inc. product or service names are registered trademarks or trademarks of SAS Institute Inc. in the USA and other countries. ® indicates USA registration. 
Other brand and product names are trademarks of their respective companies. © 2016 SAS Institute Inc. All rights reserved. G32771US.0816
Learn SAS® Analytics – MONEY’s No. 1 job skill – for free. 
sas.com/freeanalytics
Montclair-Graz Sister City 
Scholarship  
Spend a full academic year studying in beautiful 
Graz, Austria on a full scholarship. 
Application Deadline: December 2nd 
 
Information Session 
Monday, November 21st, at 12:00 pm 
Student Center, Room 411 
The Montclair-Graz Sister Scholarship is a student exchange program between 
the city of Montclair/Montclair State University and the city of Graz. It currently 
offers two MSU undergraduate students the opportunity to study for one 
academic year in Graz at one of three universities. The program includes a FULL 
SCHOLARSHIP providing free tuition, fees, room and stipend. Credits transfer 
back to Montclair State. Open to all majors. 
 
 
 
 
For more information, contact Domenica Dominguez, dominguezd@montclair.edu 
Global Education Center 
Student Center Annex, Room 207 
http://www.montclair.edu/global-education/ 
study-abroad/outgoing-students/ 
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This Week in Red Hawk Sports
Women’s Basketball 
at Kean University
6 p.m.
Men’s Basketball at 
Kean University
8 p.m.
       No Games
Red Hawk Recap
Red Hawks Men’s Soccer: 1
Christopher Newport University: 5
Red Hawks Women’s Soccer 0
Messiah College: 2
Red Hawks Women’s Basketball : 56
Haverford College: 43
Red Hawks Women’s Swimming: 141
College of Staten Island: 95
Red Hawks Football: 10
Kean University: 20
Red Hawk’s Soccer: 1
Buffalo State: 1
Red HawksVolleyball: 2
Clark University: 3
Red Hawks Women’s Cross Coun-
try vs. NCAA Regional Champion-
ships: 25th place  
Red Hawks Men’s Swimming : 156
College of Staten Island: 122
Men’s Swimming at 
Franklin & Marshall 
Invite
Women’s Swimming 
at Franklin & Mar-
shall Invite
Women’s Basketball 
vs Hamilton College
in Williamstown, MA
1 p.m.
         No Games
THURS 11/17 FRI 11/18 SAT 11/19 SUN 11/20 MON 11/21 TUES 11/22 WEDS 11/23
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Men’s Swimming at 
Franklin & Marshall 
Invite
Women’s Swimming 
at Franklin & Marshall 
Invite
Men’s Basketball vs. 
Brooklyn College
8 p.m.
Men’s Swimming at 
Franklin & Marshall 
Invite
Women’s Swimmng 
at Franklin & Marshall 
Invite
Men’s Basketball vs. 
The City College of 
New York
1 p.m.
Women’s Basketball at 
Williams College
6 p.m.
Women’s Basketball: Red Hawks Are Still 
the Team to Beat in the NJAC
     The women’s basketball team, 
ranked No. 16 in the country, is 
better this year than they were 
last year.
   Still, Montclair State wasn’t 
ranked first in the New Jersey 
Athletic Conference (NJAC) 
Preseason Coaches Poll – even 
though they returned all of the 
players who led the team to 
its fourth consecutive NJAC 
Championship last season. Six 
coaches selected Stockton Uni-
versity over Montclair State to 
finish as NJAC’s top team.
   “Winning four [NJAC Cham-
pionships] in a row; that pisses 
some people off,” junior co-cap-
tain Katie Sire said after Tues-
day’s game. “We always have a 
little bit of a target on our back. 
But, we’re returning everyone 
and I don’t think this team lets 
rankings or any of that affect 
us.”
    The Red Hawks looked bet-
ter defensively and were more 
fluid on offense in their 56-43 
victory over Haverford. They 
didn’t dominate, but they dis-
played signs of their potential 
for this season. After dialing 
back the press at times last year, 
Head Coach Karin Harvey 
turned the press on full blast on 
Tuesday night – and it worked. 
Montclair State forced 25 turn-
overs and played suffocating 
defense.
    Offensively, the players’ cuts 
to the basket were sharper and 
their passes were more precise. 
The starting five played togeth-
er seamlessly and they looked 
more comfortable after having 
the second half of last season 
to figure out how to play with 
each other.
   “At the beginning of the sea-
son, we were so excited to start, 
because we knew exactly what 
we had,” junior co-captain Kate 
Daniel Falkenheim
Web Editor
Tobie said after the game. “We 
all came out so confident. We 
were itching for this game.”
    Montclair State’s 2015-16 
season was jeopardized when 
Kayla Ceballos suffered a sea-
son-ending injury. Without 
Ceballos, the team lacked a 
dynamic scoring threat. But, as 
tough as the injury was, the Red 
Hawks battled through some 
tough moments and discovered 
their new identity going for-
ward.
   “Everything this year is so 
much easier,” Sire said. “We’re 
all just so comfortable play-
ing with each other. It makes it 
that much easier for us to start 
the game off and kind of set the 
team in the right direction and 
give us the right momentum 
that we need.”
   The women’s basketball team 
doesn’t have a player that will 
give them 25 points a game. 
They don’t have a dominant 
post player that will bully the 
other team and put up 20 points 
and 10 rebounds every game. 
What they do have, though, is a 
bounty of talented players who 
can take turns pulling the Red 
Hawks through tough stretches.
    Junior captains Sire and Tobie 
anchor the team on both ends of 
the floor. Senior captains Rachel 
Krauss, Sage Bennett and Zoe 
Curtis round out the starting 
five and let the team space out 
the floor on offense and stifle 
their opponents on defense. 
Harvey has a deep bench, led 
by juniors Erica Snow, Yazmine 
Lacey, Taylor Harmon and 
sophomore Kiarra Dillard, that 
can provide valuable contribu-
tions. And, all of these players 
returned with another year of 
experience.
   The team isn’t perfect. They 
need to improve their rebound-
ing and three-point shooting 
and can still be a bit lazy with 
the ball.
    However, Montclair State 
picked up where they left off 
and haven’t missed a beat since 
last season. The majority of 
NJAC coaches didn’t get the 
message that the Red Hawks 
are still the team to beat in the 
conference.
   So, does Harvey have a mes-
sage to the rest of the NJAC? 
“Absolutely not,” she said with 
a smile.
Katie Sire runs up to take a shot on the basket. Michael Edwards |The Montclarion
Michael Edwards |The MontclarionSage Bennett takes a shot on the basket as Katie Sire 
plays defense.
         No Games
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    The Montclair State men’s 
basketball team begin the new 
season on Nov. 18 at the Pan-
zer Athletic Center against 
Brooklyn College.  The Red 
Hawks were 11-14 last sea-
son, just failing to make the 
New Jersey Athletic Confer-
ence (NJAC) Tournament, but 
come in to this season with 
high hopes and aspirations. 
   The team was selected sixth 
in the New Jersey Athletic 
Conference Preseason Coaches 
Poll and labeled as the “dark 
horse candidate” by league 
head coaches. Last year regu-
lar season champion, New Jer-
sey City University was num-
ber one on the list. This year’s 
Red Hawks believe they can be 
competitive this season and will 
fight for a tournament entry.
   Senior forward Brandon 
Channer is back for his second 
year with the squad. Chan-
ner appeared in all games 
last year for the Red Hawks.
     “It’s going to be exciting, I 
know we’re going to surprise 
a lot of people,” Channer said.
   The 6’5” versatile forward 
was arguably the Red Hawks’ 
best player last season. He led 
the team in scoring, rebound-
ing and three pointers. Chan-
ner averaged a 17.5 points per 
game in his first season with 
the Red Hawks. He was also 
a force on the boards averag-
ing just 8.2 rebounds per game 
which was the fourth most 
in the conference last year. 
His ability to stretch the floor 
can also benefit the team this 
season. He made a 51 shots 
from beyond the arc last year.
   As a senior, Channer will 
look to be more a leader this 
season and set a good ex-
ample for his teammates. 
“I plan on bringing more lead-
ership on and off the court this 
year,” Channer said. “As the 
leader I have to make sure my 
guys are ready to go and under-
stand the importance of prepa-
ration leading up to the games.” 
      This year, the team primarily 
consists of upperclassmen, but 
there are four freshmen as well. 
    Scoring guards Shaun Russell 
and Erick Loften-Harris are no 
longer on the team. One player 
to look out for this season will 
be sharpshooter Daniel Ramis, 
who missed the vast majority 
of last season due to injury after 
only playing one game. The se-
nior guard is known for his three 
point shooting and can be a key 
for the Red Hawks this season. 
   Head Coach Marlon Sears 
is back for his second season 
with the team. He will try to 
lead the team to the NJAC 
Tournament and beyond that, 
the NCAA Men’s Basket-
ball Division III Tournament. 
Tournament appearances are 
accomplishments none the 
less, as the Red Hawks wish 
to be a team that will make 
the fans and school proud. 
     “Fans can expect a team 
that’s going to first compete 
every game and play hard and 
also represent our University 
in high regards,” Channer said.
     The Red Hawks will play the 
Brooklyn College Bulldogs on 
Friday at 8 p.m. for the first game 
of the Ollie Gelston Classic. 
Montclair will be back in action 
the day after, on Saturday Nov. 
19 to face off against The City 
College of New York at 1 p.m. 
for the second half of the Classic. 
Josue Dajes
Assistant Sports Editor
Men’s Basketball Tips Off 2016-2017
Season This Weekend 
Men’s Hockey Salutes 
Our Veterans
   The Men’s Ice Hockey team 
defeated Siena College and 
University of Massachusetts 
(UMass)-Amherst this past 
weekend, while honoring 
military appreciation. 
    On Friday Nov. 11 the 
Red Hawks played at home 
in honor of Veteran’s Day 
while sporting their military 
jerseys. With four minutes in, 
Siena put a shot past Mont-
clair State goaltender Brad-
ley Odgers in to the back of 
the net. Matthew Dreisbach 
tied the game for Montclair 
State, thanks to assists from 
Daniel Abaunza and Derek 
Sabato. A minute after Dreis-
bach’s goal, Siena followed 
in dramatic fashion, taking 
the lead once again. With 
about nine minutes left in the 
first period, Montclair’s Matt 
Hazuda swiftly put the puck 
past Siena’s goaltender off 
assist from Chris Preziosi.
   With the score 2-2, the sec-
ond period consisted of more 
penalties than it did goals. Si-
ena suffered from three pen-
alties, while Montclair State 
only struggled with one. The 
Red Hawks eventually took 
advantage and Sal Demarzo 
scored, ending the period 
3-2.
   The third period quickly 
passed by as Abaunza scored 
the Red Hawks’ fourth goal 
with just a minute into the 
period. Prezisoi assisted on 
the play. As the third period 
continued, the two teams 
were determined to increase 
the score. Demarzo was look-
ing to tally his second of the 
game, and so he did. With 
four minutes left, Matt Co-
francesco made a clean pass 
to Demzaro who scored the 
fifth goal of the evening for 
the Red Hawks. After De-
marzo’s goal, Siena scored 
one last time finalizing the 
score, 5-3.
    Following Friday’s win, 
Montclair State traveled to 
Massachusetts on Saturday 
Nov. 12 to take on UMass-
Amherst. The Red Hawks 
struggled throughout the 
first period while Amherst 
put the puck behind goal-
tender Trevor Tironi three 
times. The first period came 
to a close of 3-0.
   The score quickly became 
3-1 in the second period as 
the Red Hawks were looking 
for a come back. Demarzo 
made a pass to Hazuda, who 
put the puck behind Am-
herst’s goalie. Six minutes 
after Montclair State’s first 
goal, forward Evan Calen-
drillo and his team celebrat-
ed another goal. Following 
Calendrillo’s goal, the team 
skated past Amherst yet 
again to come out with a total 
of three goals in the second 
period. The game was now 
tied 3-3.
    In the third period the 
Red Hawks successfully put 
two more goals up on the 
board thanks to Cofrancesco 
and Sabato. Amherst added 
one more goal, but it wasn’t 
enough since the Red Hawks 
won 5-4, celebrating a week-
end of victory. The Red 
Hawks now have a record of 
of 8-3-1-2.
Montana Peschler 
Staff Writer
The Men’s Hockey team sported special jerseys in 
honor of our Veterans.
Photo courtesy of @MONTCLAIRHOCKEY Twitter.
Brandon Channer (Number 1 with the ball) looks to 
be a leader this season. 
Photo Courtesy of Montclair Athletics
Soccer
Falls
in NCAA
Emma Cimo
Sports Editor
   The  men’s team was outed in 
the first round Saturday night 
by Christopher Newport Uni-
versity, by a score of 5-1. The 
team   felt the loss on the road at 
Messiah College in Grantham, 
PA.
    Senior Mike Olla provided 
the Red Hawks’ only point of 
the game. This was only the 
fifth time this season that Mont-
clair State was held to one goal 
or fewer. They ended their sea-
son with a impressive record of 
16-6-1.
   In Buffalo, N.Y.,  the women’s 
team ended their season with a 
Cassidy Mazzone takes the ball. Patrik Eskay| The Montclarion
loss to  Falcons from Messiah 
College. The team fell 2-0 on 
Sunday night at Buffalo State. 
   The team was outshot 16-4 in 
their fifth straight NCAA Tour-
nament appearance. The Red 
Hawks were held shot-less in 
the first half,  and went down 
a player in the second due to 
a second card infraction. Red 
Hawk Emily Beenders  was 
able to get a shot on goal in the 
second half but the dominant 
Messiah goalie did her job to 
keep  Montclair State scoreless. 
  The Red Hawks ended their 
season with a record of 15-4-3.   
Montclair State Men’s and 
Women’s soccer teams fell in 
the first and second rounds of 
the 2016  NCAA Division III 
Soccer Championship, 
respectively. 
“Feminizing a mascot doesn’t 
signify the importance of
females in athletic competition. 
The collective, tangible results 
of our female student-athletes’
hard-work and dedication is a 
testament to them.”
- Karin Harvey,
women’s basketball head coach
Montclarion Sports
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    The Montclair State wom-
en’s hockey team, a member 
of the American Collegiate 
Hockey Association’s Division 
II league, had its inagural sea-
son in 2014. This was the first 
time Montclair State Univer-
sity would be represented by a 
women’s club hockey team.
   Head Coach Dave Solomon 
has coached Tier 1 and Tier 2 
North Jersey travel teams and 
served as goaltending coach 
for the Montclair Blues hockey 
club for over twenty years be-
fore coming to the university.
   “In my opinion, coaching 
hockey comes down to prepa-
ration and fundamentals” said 
Solomon. “When opposing 
coaches tell me how structured 
we play, it makes me think our 
team understands how to play 
like a team.”
   When the season began, the 
Red Hawks had to make a dra-
matic change to their already 
thin lineup.
   “We did not have a goalie,” 
said Solomon, “[Kawanne Fer-
guson] said she’d give it a try, 
even though she never played 
goalie before.” He said, “It’s 
come to the point where all 
sorts of people are telling me 
how much she has improved 
this season.”
   Montclair State beat Lib-
erty University 5-3 and 4-1 in 
their last two games. Ferguson 
stopped 37 of 41 shots. Cap-
tain Brittany Meneghin led the 
team with seven goals, and 
Victoria Nicolosi and Kristen 
Lattarelli each scored a goal as 
well.
    The Red Hawks pride them-
selves on playing the system 
as a team. However, being 
ranked No. 11 in the region 
does not satisfy this Montclair 
State team.
   “The energy that this team 
puts into playing hockey fu-
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els the coaches’ desire to coach 
them,” said Solomon. “Our 
goal remains to be competitive. 
We lost to [the University of 
Delaware] one game this year 
and their head coach said we 
actually outplayed them.”
   Solomon and Assistant Coach 
Eddie Gaetjens, while being 
very experienced coaches, like 
to lighten up the mood in the 
locker room as well.
         “The first day I met coach 
Eddie, I thought he was too 
loud,” Meneghin said. “Soon I 
realized, he really pushes ev-
eryone in practice and gets us 
to move our feet.”
   Gaetjens also adds a flair for 
the drama on game days.
    “We love when coach Eddie 
wears fancy suits to the rink,” 
said Meneghin. “[The team] 
jokes about how coach Dave 
can’t match him.”
    The emotions swirling around 
this year’s team are both light-
hearted and profound. This 
team has risen above obstacles 
all season long. However, the 
Red Hawks still want more.
   “The past couple years we 
have not felt like a team,” said 
Meneghin. “Just last week, five 
of us went to the student center 
to hang out—this year’s team 
feels like a family.”
Photo courtesy of @RedHawks_Hockey Twitter.The team throws up a ‘dab’ after a win over 
Liberty University.
Mascots: Where are all the Women?
A Look into Gender in Mascots at Montclair State
     There is a fuzzy-headed mas-
cot on the sidelines of almost 
every college or university 
across the country — and almost 
every one of them is perceived 
as male at first glance. There 
are a staggering fewer amount 
of female mascots than male at 
universities nationwide and, 
when they do make an appear-
ance, they are usually the fe-
male counterpart to their male 
partner.
    Montclair State has been the 
home to Rocky the Red Hawk 
for over 15 years. The brown-
furred bird stands tall at al-
most every major event held on 
campus. The mascot, who usu-
ally displays a Montclair State 
tank top and basketball shorts 
has been primarily recognized 
as a male.  However, Cindy 
Meneghin, director of student 
communications and the “go-
to” contact when it comes to 
Rocky the Red Hawk, said oth-
erwise.
   Meneghin explained that 
Rocky was never officially in-
troduced as a male — he is not 
gender-specific, and she makes 
a very concerted effort to avoid 
using gender pronouns when 
addressing the red hawk. Al-
though, she as well as others 
have found themselves slip-
ping, referring to Rocky as a 
‘he’ when speaking in conver-
sation.
   Nonetheless, Meneghin be-
lieves that Rocky embodies 
the “spirit of the red hawk, the 
spirit of Montclair [State].” The 
students who have suited up as 
the members of “Team Rocky” 
don’t follow any set patterns.
    “Without giving away any se-
cret identities, underneath that 
iconic costume are Montclair 
State students who represent 
a diverse spectrum — all sizes, 
shapes, ages, personal identi-
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ty,” Meneghin said.
    However, the average student 
on Montclair State’s campus 
looks at Rocky and sees a male 
figure handing them a cupcake 
or giving them a high-five. They 
don’t see a non-gender-specific 
mascot—they see the tradition-
al Rocky the Red Hawk.
    “Rocky is generally per-
ceived as a male because of the 
pronouns given to ‘him’ when 
Rocky is referred to,” said Me-
lissa Morillo, vice president of 
Femvolution, a feminist orga-
nization on campus devoted to 
promoting awareness to issues 
of inequality. However, Morillo 
pointed out that she believes 
that Rocky alone didn’t play on 
any specific gender roles.
    With the university’s most 
recent incoming class sporting a 
63 percent female to 37 percent 
male student population, this 
debate goes surprisingly unno-
ticed. Meneghin explained that 
this article was the first time 
that the idea of mascot gender 
disparity was ever discussed 
during her time at Montclair 
State.
    One Red Hawk who doesn’t 
seem to mind is Karin Harvey, 
head coach of the dominant 
women’s basketball team, who 
said she has “no issue” with the 
fact that Rocky is perceived as 
a male.
    “Rocky is a way to gener-
ate excitement and enthusiasm 
at our games,” Harvey said. 
Rocky poses for the camera. Photo courtesy of Mike Peters.
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‘This Year’s 
Team Feels 
Like a Family’ 
“Anyone, regardless of gender, 
or if he or she is wearing a cos-
tume, can do this and I know it 
is appreciated by all of our stu-
dent-athletes.”
   Harvey sees no reason for the 
team to be represented by a dif-
ferent mascot, especially a fe-
male counterpart.
   “Feminizing a mascot doesn’t 
signify the importance of fe-
males in athletic competition,” 
Harvey said. “The collective, 
tangible results of our female 
student-athletes’ hard-work 
and dedication is a testament to 
them.”
    However, there are some uni-
versities across the country that 
feel differently. Universities 
like North Carolina State, the 
University of Arizona and the 
University of Arkansas all have 
both a female and male mascot 
cheering on their team. There 
are many others with non-gen-
der-specific names, like Rocky, 
but who follow traditional male 
stereotypes when it comes to 
appearance.
    Morillo highlighted the fact 
that sports have always been 
gender specific in her opinion, 
but with the passing of Title IX, 
the sports world has seen im-
provements.
    “As a University, I believe it 
is our duty to be welcoming and 
inclusive to all people especially 
in sports,” she said.
    Morillo simply put it, “Rocky 
is Rocky,” but then added, “If 
there is an issue here there might 
need to be a call for change.”
    Meneghin spoke of the pos-
sibility of bringing another Red 
Hawk to Montclair State’s cam-
pus — a possible “little brother 
or sister” for Rocky in the future. 
But as it stands right now, there 
are no concrete plans in place to 
do so. However, she and all of 
the members of “Team Rocky” 
believe that the mascot is very 
positively received by the stu-
dent body.
